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Donald Trump's so-called "travel ban" barring Muslim visitors and refugees from
entering the country has been blocked by several courts. Because Donald Trump is (1)
incompetent, (2) an idiot, and (3) under the impression our nation should grant him
dictatorial powers, Donald Trump has a solution to this: Simply dissolve the courts
causing him trouble, thus making the law whatever he wants it to be
(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-
9th-circuit_us_59017699e4b0026db1de1f8f?wq8).
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Asked by the Washington Examiner if he had considered proposals to
split the court, Trump replied: “Absolutely, I have.”

“There are many people that want to break up the 9th Circuit. It’s
outrageous,” Trump told the website. “Everybody immediately runs to
the 9th Circuit. And we have a big country. We have lots of other
locations. But they immediately run to the 9th Circuit. Because they
know that’s like, semi-automatic.”

And now we're going to all sit here and ponder for a minute over the chief officer of a
so-called democracy musing that if the nation's judges are going to start insisting his
various pronouncements follow the rule of law, well then he's going to just get rid of
those judges and do what he wants anyway. Because that is now, in the United States
of America, a thing.

We'll ignore Trump's judge-shopping claims, which are false but which Trump is
probably convinced of because Donald Trump has spent a hell of a lot of time being
sued for things and that's one of the few phrases he remembers from the experiences.
We should probably not ignore that during Trump's tantrum and threats to disband an
entire federal circuit, he doesn't seem to know the difference between the court he's
attacking and the court that actually offended him.

The most recent ruling against Trump, in which Judge William Orrick
issued an injunction blocking his executive order targeting so-called
sanctuary cities, didn’t occur in the 9th Circuit. It was in the United
States District Court in San Francisco, which is one level below.
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From this we can theorize, again, that either (1) Trump is an idiot or (2) by "breaking
up" the 9th Circuit, he also means "and every court below them, because screw that
entire portion of the country." Never, however, bet against option one.

It should be noted that, indeed, there are far-far-right conservative nutcases who have
advocated for breaking up the courts they don't like. It's part of the nasty authoritarian
streak that has captured the modern Republican Party; of course Donald Trump didn't
think the idea up himself. Somebody surrounding him told him about it, and he's now
parroting the idea.

That person, whoever they are, is probably more dangerous to our democracy than
Donald Trump. Donald Trump is simply an idiot, but a person who gives a powerful
idiot stupid ideas—now that's the person you have to watch out for.
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(/user/Senor Unoball)

[new]


Senor Unoball (/user/Senor Unoball) Apr 27 · 09:51:06 AM (/comments/1656782/66285878#comment_66285878)

Recommended 58 times

Putting aside the thoughts of the Idiot in Chief, if there were truly a good reason to make a new
Circuit Court, such as workload or something legitimate, is there a mechanism to do that? I assume
it could be done through a bill passed by Congress and then signed by the president.
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(/user/TomP)

[new]


TomP (/user/TomP) Senor Unoball

Apr 27 · 09:53:54 AM (/comments/1656782/66285907#comment_66285907)

Recommended 90 times

Congress only. 

Congress creates the number of circuit courts. The Fifth Circuit was split a while ago.    

It could be filibustered. 

It won’t happen. 

Just bullshit from our ignorant president. 



(/user/TomP)

[new]


TomP (/user/TomP) TomP

Apr 27 · 09:57:07 AM (/comments/1656782/66285960#comment_66285960)

Recommended 33 times

The President can sign a bill into law, but it must pass Congress first. 



(/user/TheLizardKing)

[new]


TheLizardKing (/user/TheLizardKing) TomP

Apr 27 · 12:16:25 PM (/comments/1656782/66288184#comment_66288184)

Recommended 18 times

Hey…. he's considering proposals to get around that congress thing.



(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheL TheLizardKing

Apr 27 · 12:18:57 PM (/comments/1656782/66288239#comment_66288239)

Recommended 8 times

Not going to happen.

... 

(/user/flitedocnm)

[new]


flitedocnm (/user/flitedoc MikeTheLiberal

Apr 27 · 02:03:23 PM (/comments/1656782

/66289646#comment_66289646)

Recommended 52 times

He’s basically advocating a coup d’état. (Yes, I know,
shocking — not.) Don’t like the courts? Just get rid of
the “bad” judges and replace them with your own
“good judges”. Does anyone have to be reminded
where have we seen that playbook used before?

And we can laugh and say that Congress will never do
it. But all bets are off with this administration. Trump
would blithely tear down this entire country without
giving a flying fuck, if it made him richer, more
powerful and more adored by his admiring fascist
base. 

... 

(/user/Andy Cook)

[new]


Andy Cook (/user/An flitedocnm

Apr 27 · 03:36:48 PM (/comments/1656782

/66290517#comment_66290517)

Recommended 10 times

Replace? He hasn’t even replaced all the
Attorneys General that he fired.

... 
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[new]
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Recommended 0 times

You mean District Attorneys.  Trump did
replace the Attorney General with Jefferson
Beauregard Sessions.

... 

(/user/bobisaacs)

[new]


bobisaacs (/user/bob sparky81884

Apr 28 · 07:32:42 PM (/comments/1656782

/66306267#comment_66306267)

Recommended 1 time

U.S. Attorneys

... 

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/u bobisaacs

Apr 28 · 09:05:41 PM (/comments/1656782

/66306866#comment_66306866)

thanks for creating an account and making
your first comment today, bobisaacs.

... 
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Hello, new user at Daily Kos!
We would like to share our
site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the
Road
(http://www.dailykos.com
/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our
unique community
moderation system,
established to encourage
spirited but civil
conversation.

If you have other questions
about how to participate you
can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.co
m/kb) and the Site Resource
Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-
More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries
tagged Open Thread
(http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&
text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&
submit=Search)are also great
places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners &
Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide)

I keep threatening to do a Civics 101 series.

I’ll add to the list explaining the difference
between the Attorney General, U.S.
Attorneys and District Attorneys.

For the record though, bobisaacs, you are
the one who is correct! (http://www.cnn.com
/2017/03/10/politics/us-attorneys-
resignation/)

(/user/colbey)

[new]


colbey (/user/colbey) TrueBlueMajority

Apr 29 · 06:40:55 AM (/comments/1656782

/66308518#comment_66308518)

let me know if you do that!
yes, we had “civics” when i was in high
school.  and i at least got the general idea of
how everything works.  (from those classes
and the Schoolhouse Rocks toons.)  but i
don’t really KNOW everything.  it’d be great
to have an overview, especially if it’s laid out
succinctly and clearly.
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history, too.  from what i remember, we
barely made it to...i don’t even know how far
it was.  certainly not far into the 20th
century.

and, no, like almost every high school kid, i
didn’t decide to fill in all the gaps on my
own.  hell, i was too busy teaching myself
algebra (since the math teacher WAS pretty
much inept at teaching).  by the time we got
to calculus, i was tired of that shit and quit.
but hey, i already had my admission to
college and my scholarships...who needed
calculus, right?  (sadly, one semester of
pre-calc was as advanced as my high school
went.  i probably would’ve done better on
the SATs—and maybe gotten more
scholarship money—if we’d had anything
advanced.  in any subject.  eh...whatever. 
more important to...sigh.  the explanation i
got from an adult then is just too sad.)

(/user/muschi2)

[new]


muschi2 (/user/musc sparky81884

Apr 29 · 04:17:19 AM (/comments/1656782

/66307823#comment_66307823)

Recommended 1 time

Yeah, we have Sessions: a hateful, stupid and
arrogant idiot. Only another idiot would have
even thought that he would be a fine AG.
Surprise! He is totally ignorant of the law. 

... 

(/user/NOdollarsINgovt)

[new]


NOdollarsINgovt (/us flitedocnm

Apr 27 · 04:02:49 PM (/comments/1656782

/66290720#comment_66290720)

Recommended 23 times

You are right to not laugh this off.  This is
dangerous territory.  Even if Trump is unable
to do it, it shows where his mind is, and more
importantly, where his intentions are.  If
there is a way to gain total power, he will do
it.

... 

(/user/reasonshouldrule)

[new]


reasonshouldrule (/u NOdollarsINgovt

Apr 28 · 02:42:59 PM (/comments/1656782

/66303410#comment_66303410)

Recommended 1 time

I totally agree that this is very dangerous
territory even if our current system wouldn’t
let him do it.  However, a lot of the
republicans in Congress would be on board
with this----too many of these new
authoritarians want to change the country
completely.  Someone else on another
thread mentioned that many in the GOP
would like to have a constitutional
convention and change that document to
better satisfy their lust for power.  They are
very close to having enough “red” states to
do it.

... 
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(/user/NOdollarsINgovt)[new]


NOdollarsINgovt (/us reasonshouldrule

Apr 29 · 08:25:58 AM (/comments/1656782

/66309414#comment_66309414)

Recommended 1 time

On the surface, I agree with you.  It looks like
Republicans are out for more power, and
supporting Trump, despite knowing he is
dangerous, let’s them do what they’ve always
wanted to do: take from the poor and give to
the rich.  But … Democrats are not that
different.  They have the face of helping the
middle/poor classes, and do a lot of that, but
make no mistake, big money controls them
too.  Look at the Clintons.  Bill deregulated,
laying groundwork for Wall St. to help Hillary
become president, at the expense of the
middle class, then Obama did not regulate or
punish Wall St. execs, so he could get
re-elected.  Money is the problem, no
problem which political party it happens to
be using in the moment.

... 

(/user/flitedocnm)

[new]


flitedocnm (/user/flit NOdollarsINgovt

Apr 29 · 04:20:25 PM (/comments/1656782

/66313666#comment_66313666)

Recommended 0 times

No argument that many Dems have also
been corrupted by big money.

But there is an enormous gulf between the
naked grab for unconstitutional
authoritarian power that we’re now seeing
overtly displayed by Trump and his cabinet
and congressional enablers, and the worst of
what Dems have done.

I’m not saying that to excuse corrupt Dems,
or to suggest that we shouldn’t do our
utmost to call out and defeat corrupt Dems.

But I am saying that any suggestion that the
Dems and the GOP are just the same is false
equivalency at its worst, and very dangerous.
It only serves to paralyze us in our efforts to
actively resist Trump and get him out of
power before he utterly trashes the
constitution and we become a ruthless,
fascist state.

... 

(/user/mosleytwo)

[new]


mosleytwo (/user/m NOdollarsINgovt

Apr 30 · 12:41:28 PM (/comments/1656782

/66320469#comment_66320469)

Recommended 0 times

This country is running on greed!

... 

(/user/bart2201)

[new]


bart2201 (/user/bart flitedocnm

Apr 28 · 10:45:13 AM (/comments/1656782

/66299444#comment_66299444)

I’m truly at my wits end here. I can see where
this country and the courts can be
completely overhauled to fit Trumps and
repubs liking. I have no faith in the supreme
court anymore, no faith in the ability of
republicans to finally stand up for this

... 
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Recommended 17 times

country instead of advancing their party
agenda no matter how many Americans may
get hurt.

Where my anger is really being channeled is
towards our democratic party leaders. I
watched Nancy Pelosi on MSNBC last night.
She made a point about how the repubs are
being evasive, how they are not doing the
jobs they are supposed to do. But what is
missing with her and the rest of the dems is
the anger, the outrage over how this country
and the constitution are in danger of being
destroyed to satisfy a megalomaniac party
that only cares to make themselves much
richer at the expense of the general public, a
public that unfortunately has so many who
are devout Trumpists, who refuse to believe
anything that comes out about their leaders
being corrupt and working with a foreign
enemy to ensure that they will be in power in
this country for many years.

Where are our leaders who will finally stand
up and scream at the top of their lungs
about the illegal gerrymandering, the lies
and underhanded policies of the right wing
repubs?

We cannot gain ground with any of these
republican followers by playing nice, by being
civil with the likes of Trump and Bannon. We
must fight back with unending notice of just
what laws they are breaking, of how they are
obstructing the investigations. 

Its time to lay it all out on the table, to refute
every republican lie and misleading
statement with proof of their lies. Yes they
will continue to scream about “fake news”
and blame the dems for everything that they
are failing to accomplish. We must counter
each and every lie with the truth, we must
confront the individuals instead of the party,
force them to admit the lies or make them
tell even bigger ones that will be exposed for
what they are, lies and bullshit.

(/user/SheRah)

[new]


SheRah (/user/SheRah) bart2201

Apr 30 · 07:06:07 AM (/comments/1656782

/66317455#comment_66317455)

Hillary perhaps lost because she and our
Democratic leaders did not have her back.
Every time Trump lied or did something
outrageous she and our party leaders should
have been on that like flies on stink.

I think they must have thought his actions
and remarks were so totally outrageous that
the majority of voters would completely
dismiss him as presidential material. In the
words of Julia Roberts in the movie Pretty
Woman, "Mistake. BIG mistake!"

If this runaway train won't be stopped by our
Legislative and/or Judicial branches, then
Americans against a potentially grim future
need to march and march and march in
protest. M bring facetious, but a national
crisis like the one that suddenly thrust a
relative unknown into the White House as
depicted in Designated Survivor starring
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Kiefer Sutherland may be our only option.
Trump, his family and the rest of his
demolition team are truly scary.

(/user/bart2201)

[new]


bart2201 (/user/bart SheRah

Apr 30 · 08:37:56 AM (/comments/1656782

/66318147#comment_66318147)

Recommended 0 times

Hah, Designated Survivor is one of my must
watch shows each week.

Some of the shows story line mimics what we
are seeing today, they may not have blown
up the capitol and killed every ranking
politician (almost) but what is the difference
with being blown up or being hamstrung by
the republicans holding all the aces?

Back to reality, I watched the donald and
pence last night in PA and had to stop
because of the compulsion to wretch at
every lie. To have to see these Americans
cheer every word, to once again see him
have a protestor thrown out and if he had
told them to hurt him his followers would
have done so.

This is a man who understands that he
controls a base that are rabid dogs and will
do anything he says including murder, I
firmly believe this, we will be seeing
confrontations between Trumpistas and
sane Americans as the summer moves along
if he continues to have his campaign style
events. Fear the Walking Man folks.

... 

(/user/hannibal14)

[new]


hannibal14 (/user/ha flitedocnm

Apr 28 · 01:42:37 PM (/comments/1656782

/66302539#comment_66302539)

Recommended 2 times

FINALLY FOUND ANOTHER BELIEVER. THAT
MAKES TWO OF US. THANKS FOR COMING ON
BOARD. 

... 

(/user/mosleytwo)

[new]


mosleytwo (/user/m hannibal14

Apr 30 · 12:44:28 PM (/comments/1656782

/66320500#comment_66320500)

Recommended 0 times

I'm with you

... 

(/user/WagonMaster1949)

[new]


WagonMaster1949 (/user/ MikeTheLiberal

Apr 28 · 09:48:15 AM (/comments/1656782

/66298645#comment_66298645)

Recommended 1 time

That’s what we said about tRump being elected.

... 
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(/user/ConspiracyQueen)

[new]


ConspiracyQueen (/user/Conspir TheLizardKing

Apr 27 · 12:37:20 PM (/comments/1656782/66288511#comment_66288511)

Recommended 25 times

He's already trying to make them superfluous when he
ordered the Syian bombing without even mentioning it to them
first.

... 

(/user/Nightflyer)

[new]


Nightflyer (/user/Nightflyer) TheLizardKing

Apr 28 · 11:08:35 AM (/comments/1656782/66299796#comment_66299796)

Recommended 2 times

He could always replace the entire American court system with
the ‘Volksgericht,” like Hitler did back in the 1930s.

That worked real well...



(/user/JillH)

[new]


JillH (/user/JillH) TheLizardKing

Apr 28 · 01:02:33 PM (/comments/1656782/66301846#comment_66301846)

Recommended 1 time

He’s trying to find Bill O’Reilly for advice.



(/user/OldWrangler)

[new]


OldWrangler (/user/OldWrangler) TheLizardKing

Apr 28 · 03:03:10 PM (/comments/1656782/66303679#comment_66303679)

Recommended 1 time

The Enabling Act of 1933



(/user/dotalbon)

[new]


dotalbon (/user/dotalbon) TomP

Apr 27 · 12:22:12 PM (/comments/1656782/66288288#comment_66288288)

Recommended 24 times

What, I can't Executive Order courts out of existence?  Sez who? 

I’d love to be a fly on the wall when someone breaks the news to him. 



(/user/UT Dem)

[new]


UT Dem (/user/UT Dem) TomP

Apr 27 · 02:20:49 PM (/comments/1656782/66289839#comment_66289839)

Recommended 20 times

UH UH! I get my bigly beautiful pen out and I sign all these official
looking papers and everyone stands around and claps while I show
everyone what a good job I did signing my name. OH! what a good boy
am I.



(/user/Bloodangel)

[new]


Bloodangel (/user/Bloodangel) UT Dem

Apr 28 · 10:10:21 AM (/comments/1656782/66299012#comment_66299012)

Recommended 12 times

He reminds me of a 5 year old holding up the picture he has
drawn  in school, hoping mom will put it on the fridge.



[new]
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(/user/JillH) JillH (/user/JillH) UT Dem

Apr 28 · 01:03:28 PM (/comments/1656782/66301860#comment_66301860)

Recommended 2 times

I can just imagine Spicy pasting a gold star on his forehead.



(/user/Senor Unoball)

[new]


Senor Unoball (/user/Senor Unoball) TomP

Apr 27 · 10:13:02 AM (/comments/1656782/66286185#comment_66286185)

Recommended 17 times

Yeah, that’s what I figured.

The Idiot in Chief.



(/user/TofG)

[new]


TofG (/user/TofG) Senor Unoball

Apr 27 · 11:08:00 AM (/comments/1656782/66287076#comment_66287076)

Recommended 28 times

Well, I’m sure Trumpy is saying “My bffs Erdogan and Putin can change
remove justices they don’t like. Why can’t I? It’s not fair!”



(/user/dbcoe)

[new]


dbcoe (/user/dbcoe) TofG

Apr 27 · 02:15:26 PM (/comments/1656782/66289785#comment_66289785)

Recommended 4 times

‘Cuz Judges are the only thing coming between Trump and his
big, beautiful Business Model.



(/user/dbcoe)

[new]


dbcoe (/user/dbcoe) Senor Unoball

Apr 27 · 02:12:50 PM (/comments/1656782/66289751#comment_66289751)

Recommended 6 times

The Idiot in Chief.

Another way of saying:  “IOTUS”

Makes “POTUS” sound more like a Roman Emperor.  Closer to the truth
in so many ways.  And Donald would like it.  He’d really, really like it!



(/user/WagonMaster1949)

[new]


WagonMaster1949 (/user/Wago dbcoe

Apr 28 · 09:51:09 AM (/comments/1656782/66298690#comment_66298690)

Recommended 6 times

Especially if you made the “I” a little letter “i” It’d look all techie.
iOTUS

... 

(/user/Cape Crusader)

[new]


Cape Crusader (/user/Cape Crusader) TomP

Apr 27 · 10:15:11 AM (/comments/1656782/66286215#comment_66286215)

Recommended 16 times

More Shite from the Shite House.
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(/user/allm)

[new]


allm (/user/allm) TomP

Apr 27 · 11:00:56 AM (/comments/1656782/66286946#comment_66286946)

Recommended 18 times

It is my understanding that it is the 4th Circuit that has the record for cases not
being sustained by the Supreme Court.



(/user/nullspace)

[new]


nullspace (/user/nullspace) allm

Apr 27 · 11:53:47 AM (/comments/1656782/66287831#comment_66287831)

Recommended 19 times

when facts get in the way, just make up new ones.  we are in a post fact
reality now, remember.



(/user/Skip Robinson)

[new]


Skip Robinson (/user/Skip Robin nullspace

Apr 27 · 01:26:08 PM (/comments/1656782/66289165#comment_66289165)

Recommended 7 times

Very clear.  Thanks.

The architecture of this can be delusion.  In the delusion,
reality is a little more elastic. This can be made more
complicated still if the delusional person is paranoid.

Skip

... 

(/user/UT Dem)

[new]


UT Dem (/user/UT Dem) Skip Robinson

Apr 27 · 02:22:32 PM (/comments/1656782

/66289858#comment_66289858)

Recommended 4 times

WOW, that’s worse than double secret probation!



(/user/citixen)

[new]


citixen (/user/citixen) TomP

Apr 27 · 11:55:00 AM (/comments/1656782/66287850#comment_66287850)

Recommended 27 times

This ...attitude(?)...is of a piece with the WH recently telling the House
investigatory committee that it has ‘no documents' on former Nat Sec advisor
Mike Flynn.  Everyone is going through procedural motions right now, but put
together with his early statements about believing (based on what his lawyers
are ‘telling him’) that restrictions like the Emoluments clause, and other conflicts
of interest, don't apply 'to the president’, AND this weird theater of busing the
entire US Senate to a location of the WH's choosing (to make what was,
apparently, a nothin-burger presentation on NKorea)...shows this administration
in full imperial-mode.

Rather than see the 3 branches of US government as nominal co-equal branches,
I think Trump has it in his head that he doesn't have to do anything he doesn't
want to. Including appearing weak by going to Congress (as any other president
would for the NKorea presentation) to make a briefing.  

Look for a rising escalation of tension with Congress across the board, including
subpoenas.  This ass-clown is going to take everything to the mat...even if it's just
to demonstrate that he's the guy in charge (like the Flynn vetting documents.  It
makes no sense to stonewall a non-controversial request for documents except
to send the message: You don't tell me what to do, I tell me what to do)

And if the Dems win back Congress in 2018, we will have all-out war between
Congress and the Executive.  We thought Nixon was bad?  Wait'll we get a load of
Trump in full god-emperor mode.

That's my prediction, anyway, based on recent events.  Priebus has his work cut
out for him.  And the GOP?  Hahahaha
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(/user/dcnblues)

[new]


dcnblues (/user/dcnblues) citixen

Apr 27 · 01:55:12 PM (/comments/1656782/66289529#comment_66289529)

Recommended 13 times

If we get enough Democrats into Congress in 2018 to swing a majority
or supermajority, Trump will be gone so fast his shadow will be
wondering where he went.

Article 25, section 4, a thorough housecleaning of his appointees, Mike
Pence’s resignation (because there’s no way Pence will be left holding
Trump’s baggage), and then impeachment. 



(/user/bombbomb)

[new]


bombbomb (/user/bombbomb) dcnblues

Apr 27 · 02:12:42 PM (/comments/1656782/66289749#comment_66289749)

Recommended 12 times

Then criminal charges and an orange Fed Pen jumpsuit as he
goes bald without his hair plug treatment.



(/user/libera nos)

[new]


libera nos (/user/libera nos) bombbomb

Apr 27 · 05:24:00 PM (/comments/1656782

/66291444#comment_66291444)

Recommended 4 times

Criminal charges may be filed, but won’t be
sustained—on the grounds of incompetence, or
possibly insanity.



(/user/ILoveBats)

[new]


ILoveBats (/user/ILo libera nos

Apr 27 · 06:55:16 PM (/comments/1656782

/66292246#comment_66292246)

Recommended 5 times

And for once, everyone will believe the
insanity defense.

... 

(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) TomP

Apr 27 · 03:27:46 PM (/comments/1656782/66290437#comment_66290437)

Recommended 5 times

I am not optimistic that the GOP will not give The Orange Throne that legislation
to sign. Each day that goes by the structure of the police state becomes more
fixed. 



(/user/Cats r Flyfishn)

[new]


Cats r Flyfishn (/user/Cats r Flyfishn) TomP

Apr 27 · 05:03:52 PM (/comments/1656782/66291282#comment_66291282)

Recommended 6 times

Since Donald can’t read, he has no idea what is in the Constitution.
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(/user/meebee)

[new]


meebee (/user/meebee) TomP

Apr 27 · 07:24:55 PM (/comments/1656782/66292555#comment_66292555)

Recommended 6 times

Let's be real here, Trump probably had no idea that was even a thing until the
reporter asked him about it. He has no idea what he's saying.



(/user/ezeedad)

[new]


ezeedad (/user/ezeedad) TomP

May 03 · 08:53:11 AM (/comments/1656782/66350810#comment_66350810)

Recommended 0 times

The bullshit is getting so deep… 

Is there a psychologist in the house?



(/user/elfling)

[new]


elfling (/user/elfling) Senor Unoball

Apr 27 · 10:35:28 AM (/comments/1656782/66286538#comment_66286538)

Recommended 32 times

Specifically the issue with breaking up the 9th Circuit is that the vast majority of cases are
in California anyway, and you can’t split that or you’d end up with different law depending
upon which part of the state you were in. 



(/user/bear83)

[new]


bear83 (/user/bear83) elfling

Apr 27 · 02:17:56 PM (/comments/1656782/66289814#comment_66289814)

Recommended 8 times

Plus those federal judges are lifetime appointees. They are not going anywhere.
They would just get split up between the 9th and whatever new circuit was
created.



(/user/G Contractor)

[new]


G Contractor (/user/G Contractor) bear83

Apr 27 · 05:00:43 PM (/comments/1656782/66291254#comment_66291254)

Recommended 3 times

They will also change those rules.



(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Finnegan05) elfling

Apr 27 · 07:58:31 PM (/comments/1656782/66292879#comment_66292879)

Recommended 2 times

These are federal judges so it not quite like that. Regardless he can’t do just
arbitrarily do this.



(/user/elfling)

[new]


elfling (/user/elfling) Finnegan05

Apr 27 · 08:58:28 PM (/comments/1656782/66293197#comment_66293197)

Recommended 1 time

I’m not sure what you mean about it being “not quite like that.” It is
indeed the case that certain case law only applies in certain circuits,
usually only temporarily.
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(/user/sparky81884)

[new]


sparky81884 (/user/sparky81884) elfling

Apr 28 · 01:57:40 PM (/comments/1656782/66302789#comment_66302789)

Recommended 0 times

Yes, but you’d get to re-jigger the number of judges on each new Circuit court
which would let you pack them with Trump appointees without the messy
political backlash that goes along with the normal court packing scheme.  “See,
we’re not packing the courts, we’re providing more judges for you due to the
caseload!”



(/user/southingtonian)

[new]


southingtonian (/user/southingtonian) Senor Unoball

Apr 27 · 02:16:08 PM (/comments/1656782/66289796#comment_66289796)

Recommended 3 times

so, who is making these proposals he’s considering?  Wouldn’t be surprised if they require
translation before someone reads them to The Trump.



(/user/Fabrisse)

[new]


Fabrisse (/user/Fabrisse) Senor Unoball

Apr 27 · 02:23:46 PM (/comments/1656782/66289873#comment_66289873)

Recommended 3 times

The 9th Circuit holds about double the population of every other circuit, so finding a good
way to split it might not be a bad idea.  On the other hand, I worry whenever I find myself
agreeing with any possibility brought up by our current President.



(/user/bear83)

[new]


bear83 (/user/bear83) Fabrisse

Apr 27 · 02:31:08 PM (/comments/1656782/66289950#comment_66289950)

Recommended 1 time

Of the 10 non-California based judges in the 9th Circuit, 8 were nominated by
either Obama or Clinton. Even lumping all the states not named ‘California’ in a
new circuit would still result in a 8-2 edge for Democratic nominees.

en.wikipedia.org/... (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/United_States_Court_of_Appeals_for_the_Ninth_Circuit)



(/user/Fabrisse)

[new]


Fabrisse (/user/Fabrisse) bear83

Apr 27 · 02:42:58 PM (/comments/1656782/66290061#comment_66290061)

Recommended 2 times

At another forum, I suggested grouping Alaska and all the territories the
9th is responsible for into the California circuit and the rest of the
states, including Hawaii into the other part.  As you say, it doesn’t
change the political dynamics much, at least currently, but it would
potentially balance the workload better.



(/user/lcbo)

[new]


lcbo (/user/lcbo) Fabrisse

Apr 27 · 02:50:03 PM (/comments/1656782/66290129#comment_66290129)

Recommended 5 times

I don't think you need to worry about that because I am sure that the tRump
does not understand that breaking up the 9th circuit is an exercise in futility for
his purposes. It does not mean you can take your case anywhere you like
because the previous jurisdiction has gone “poof” and disappeared rendering it
moot. 

It would mean, as others have pointed out, that the 9th Circuit could be split
— but his case would proceed to one section or the other and those judges
would still be there. 

He is such an ignorant ass. 
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(/user/Frederik)

[new]


Frederik (/user/Frederik) Fabrisse

Apr 28 · 01:55:39 AM (/comments/1656782/66294218#comment_66294218)

Recommended 0 times

There are 12 “normal” circuit courts of appeal (DC + 1  to 11th) + the Federal
circuit for specific claims like patent disputes. With AK, AZ, CA, HI, ID, MT, NV, OR,
WA + Guam and the Northern Marianas, the 9th has 20% of the US population
under its wing. Which is way out of proportion if compared with the other Appeal
courts.



st

(/user/SSGCedar)

[new]


SSGCedar (/user/SSGCedar) Senor Unoball

Apr 28 · 03:31:15 PM (/comments/1656782/66304034#comment_66304034)

Recommended 0 times

The Constitution says Congress can create courts subordinate to the Supreme Court. They
could also eliminate courts. The President cannot.



(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) Apr 27 · 09:53:18 AM (/comments/1656782/66285903#comment_66285903)

Recommended 7 times

Well Article III does give Congress certain powers over the courts.

So assuming Trump could get the rightwing congress to act on a rightwing red meat immigration
issue, odds roughly 100%, does the Congress have the authority to at least regulate or restrain that
court’s power in this matter?

(/user/TomP)

[new]


TomP (/user/TomP) Gooserock Apr 27 · 09:55:33 AM (/comments/1656782/66285934#comment_66285934)

Recommended 20 times

It could split the Ninth Circuit, but the bill can be filibustered. 

None of this will happen. 



(/user/TomP)

[new]


TomP (/user/TomP) Gooserock Apr 27 · 09:56:34 AM (/comments/1656782/66285951#comment_66285951)
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Recommended 16 times

Congress may define the jurisdiction of the judiciary through the
simultaneous use of two powers.

First, Congress holds the power to
create (and, implicitly, to define the jurisdiction of) federal courts inferior
to the Supreme Court (i.e. Courts of Appeals (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/United_States_Courts_of_Appeals), District Courts
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_District_Court), and various
other Article I and Article III tribunals (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Article_I_and_Article_III_tribunals)). This court-creating power is
granted both in the congressional powers clause (Art. I
(https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Article_One_of_the_United_States_Constitution), § 8, Cl. 9) and in the
judicial vesting clause (Art. III (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Article_Three_of_the_United_States_Constitution), § 1). Second,
Congress has the power to make exceptions to and regulations of
the appellate jurisdiction (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Appellate_jurisdiction) of the Supreme Court
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supreme_Court_of_the_United_States). This
court-limiting power is granted in the Exceptions Clause
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exceptions_Clause) (Art. III
(https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Article_Three_of_the_United_States_Constitution), § 2). By exercising
these powers in concert, Congress may effectively eliminate any judicial
review (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judicial_review) of certain federal
legislative or executive actions and of certain state actions, or alternatively
transfer the judicial review responsibility to state courts by "knocking
[federal courts]...out of the game."

en.wikipedia.org/... (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jurisdiction_stripping)

[1] (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Jurisdiction_stripping#cite_note-Bauman-1)

(/user/TRPChicago)

[new]


TRPChicago (/user/TRPChicago) TomP

Apr 27 · 12:33:01 PM (/comments/1656782/66288453#comment_66288453)

Recommended 10 times

I think it is highly unlikely that Congress would be willing to place acts of the
Executive Branch beyond the jurisdiction of the Judiciary.

Yes, the Constitution does allow Congress to set the jurisdiction of the courts in
almost every type of case. However, (1) would they do it, as a matter of policy?
For Donald Trump? I doubt it. But (2) even if they did, could Congress do so as to
obviate constitutional challenges to executive acts? That, I seriously doubt. I
cannot believe the Roberts Court would accept a Donald Trump Congress
demolishing the jurisdiction it has, ah, enjoyed since John Marshall’s opinion
in Marbury v Madison in 1803.



(/user/TomP)

[new]


TomP (/user/TomP) TRPChicago

Apr 27 · 01:30:39 PM (/comments/1656782/66289210#comment_66289210)

Recommended 3 times

I agree.



(/user/PeterHug)

[new]


PeterHug (/user/PeterHug) TRPChicago

Apr 27 · 01:43:42 PM (/comments/1656782/66289404#comment_66289404)

Recommended 7 times

Any attempt to do that would at the very least be a nonstarter in the
Senate, even without a filibuster.



[new]
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(/user/haleyad) haleyad (/user/haleyad) TRPChicago

Apr 27 · 04:18:32 PM (/comments/1656782/66290863#comment_66290863)

Recommended 1 time

Why do you doubt what Congress would do for Shitgibbon? McConnell
showed clearly what the Senate would do.



(/user/TRPChicago)

[new]


TRPChicago (/user/TRPChicago) haleyad

Apr 27 · 08:10:34 PM (/comments/1656782/66292998#comment_66292998)

Recommended 0 times

For the reasons I mentioned, plus the conservatives think they
have back their majority on the Supreme Court and there are
lot of judicial vacancies on various Federal benches — by one
count, more than 100! — left over from the Obama days when
the GOP slow walked his nominees.

Why retract jurisdiction when you are likely to win more than
you lose?



(/user/rugbymom)

[new]


rugbymom (/user/rugbymom) Gooserock

Apr 27 · 10:05:05 AM (/comments/1656782/66286076#comment_66286076)

Recommended 30 times

It can’t “restrain that court’s power” in any way — only a SCOTUS overrule does that. What
Congress could do is redefine the boundaries of the various Circuits — sort of a
gerrymander of the judicial system.

But when any one circuit gets out of whack with the rest of them, it’s likely that SCOTUS
steps in — “a split in the circuits” is one of the strongest arguments why the Court should
accept a particular dispute.

Given how incompetent the Congressional GOP seems to be at the moment, and how
little consensus there would be on this, it seems to me highly unlikely. The more pressing
question is whether the WH and DOJ are even going to attempt filling all the  US Attorney
vacancies that they created — or just continue on with acting fill-ins.



(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) rugbymom

Apr 27 · 11:31:45 AM (/comments/1656782/66287482#comment_66287482)

Recommended 12 times

Hmm, almost as though the Founding Fathers imagined the precise scenario
where a sitting President would try to do an end-run around one of the three
equal branches of government. 



(/user/Busted Flat in Baton Rouge)

[new]


Busted Flat in Baton Rouge (/user/Bus CyberMindGrrl

Apr 27 · 12:29:16 PM (/comments/1656782/66288385#comment_66288385)

Recommended 13 times

I just wish they would have given a bit more thought to that Electoral
College thingy.

... 

(/user/aratman)

[new]


aratman (/user/aratman) Busted Flat in Baton Rouge

Apr 27 · 01:46:53 PM (/comments/1656782/66289437#comment_66289437)

Electoral college thing has worked as designed, sort of.  It gives
power to smaller states. It has been said this was a slave state
compromise. They never expected a popular vote for President
even the Senate was not elected by popular vote until 1913.
 Ours is a representative democracy.
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/mrobinson)

[new]


mrobinson (/user/mrobins aratman

Apr 27 · 01:57:45 PM (/comments/1656782

/66289562#comment_66289562)

Recommended 6 times

We alway heard that it was possible but unlikely,
electoral college electing a vote loser. Gore, Clinton.
Which Democrat is next?

... 

(/user/sparky81884)

[new]


sparky81884 (/user/sparky aratman

Apr 28 · 02:03:27 PM (/comments/1656782

/66302869#comment_66302869)

Recommended 0 times

Yup.  If you’re going to rely on slaves to give your state
population a boost (by 3/5 of a person per slave) then
you’d better have some body like the electoral college
to intermediate for you; otherwise your vote total is
going to come up a bit short.

... 

(/user/lcbo)

[new]


lcbo (/user/lcbo) Busted Flat in Baton Rouge

Apr 27 · 02:52:44 PM (/comments/1656782/66290154#comment_66290154)

Recommended 1 time

And perhaps provided a couple more options for removing an
unfit president. 



(/user/Fully)

[new]


Fully (/user/Fully) CyberMindGrrl

Apr 28 · 06:21:07 AM (/comments/1656782/66295299#comment_66295299)

Recommended 0 times

And they constantly worried that it was possible if the populace was
uninformed, manipulated, or not politically astute enough to vote for
the "lesser of the two evils”, which is the only real choice we have had,
or ever will ever have, in any political situation whether America persists
forever or dissolves tomorrow.

Politicians are always “lesser” or “greater” evil.

This experiment called America; our Representative Democratic
Republic, has never before been in such peril due to young, STUPID
people who would walk in front of a speeding car at a crosswalk, get hit,
and then blame the people who made the law that pedestrians have
right-of-way rather than accepting that they CHOSE to do a stupid thing
walking in front of the speeding car.



(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMin Fully

Apr 28 · 05:13:46 PM (/comments/1656782/66305078#comment_66305078)

Recommended 0 times

While checking their Facebook app.

... 

(/user/Fully)

[new]


Fully (/user/Fully) CyberMindGrrl

Apr 28 · 06:29:38 AM (/comments/1656782/66295391#comment_66295391)
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Recommended 0 times

So, I take it you voted for Clinton knowing she was the only firewall and
the only person on the ballot who could’ve prevented a Trump
presidency, right?

(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMin Fully

Apr 28 · 05:13:13 PM (/comments/1656782/66305073#comment_66305073)

Recommended 0 times

You take it correctly. 

... 

(/user/Sauceman)

[new]


Sauceman (/user/Sauceman) Apr 27 · 09:55:24 AM (/comments/1656782/66285931#comment_66285931)

Recommended 54 times

I seem to recall these same people running to Texas over and over to get nationwide injunctions a
few months/years back.

(/user/Railfan)

[new]


Railfan (/user/Railfan) Sauceman

Apr 27 · 09:56:57 AM (/comments/1656782/66285958#comment_66285958)

Recommended 21 times

IOKIYAR



(/user/buffan)

[new]


buffan (/user/buffan) Sauceman

Apr 27 · 10:02:11 AM (/comments/1656782/66286031#comment_66286031)

Recommended 33 times

Imagine for a moment   back when the 5th Circuit was standing in the way of the
immigration Exec Orders if Pres. Obama  had come out and said anything similar.  .
.republican heads would have exploded!!



(/user/ktoz)

[new]


ktoz (/user/ktoz) buffan

Apr 27 · 02:50:19 PM (/comments/1656782/66290133#comment_66290133)

Recommended 1 time

And Republican guns would have been loaded.



(/user/NoBlinkers)

[new]


NoBlinkers (/user/NoBlinkers) Sauceman

Apr 27 · 10:02:13 AM (/comments/1656782/66286033#comment_66286033)

Recommended 20 times

More than that...going to the same judge in (iirc) West Texas, because reasons?



(/user/Sauceman)

[new]


Sauceman (/user/Sauceman) NoBlinkers

Apr 27 · 10:52:00 AM (/comments/1656782/66286776#comment_66286776)

Recommended 14 times

Yes, a district judge West Texas is the only place that real justice can be gotten,
you see.  Unlike a circuit that oversees about 20% of the entire population.
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(/user/Old Left Good Left)

[new]


Old Left Good Left (/user/Old Left Good Left) NoBlinkers

Apr 27 · 04:04:52 PM (/comments/1656782/66290736#comment_66290736)

Recommended 0 times

That was made possible because there was a division of a district that had a
single judge—and he was a reliably right-wing nutjob. By finding a plaintiff for
whom venue was proper in that division, the case could be brought knowing
exactly which judge would be assigned. 



(/user/doogie64)

[new]


doogie64 (/user/doogie64) Apr 27 · 09:55:55 AM (/comments/1656782/66285942#comment_66285942)

Recommended 15 times

From all the time he's spent in court as a defendant, he's probably got a long list of judges on
whom he'd like to get revenge.

(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) doogie64

Apr 28 · 05:03:04 AM (/comments/1656782/66294724#comment_66294724)

Recommended 0 times

The 9th circuit figures heavily there I believe. At least Makaeff v Trump University in recent
years is definitely 9th.



(/user/cityduck)

[new]


cityduck (/user/cityduck) Apr 27 · 09:57:11 AM (/comments/1656782/66285962#comment_66285962)

Recommended 19 times

Well … it’s not like “breaking up” the Ninth Circuit is Trump’s idea.  This has been going on since the
80s.  They even got a proposal into a bill back in 2005.  It’s all about the more conservative Western
states wanting conservative federal appellate judges.   Under most proposals, Alaska, Nevada,
Idaho, Montana, and Arizona get carved into a new Circuit and California, Oregon, Washington and
Hawaii, as well as Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands, stay in the Ninth Circuit. 

Sucks if you are a liberal in the carved out states, but it would have no practical impact on the
rulings coming out of the Ninth Circuit to which Trump objects.

(/user/wu ming)

[new]


wu ming (/user/wu ming) cityduck

Apr 27 · 10:11:16 AM (/comments/1656782/66286161#comment_66286161)

Recommended 22 times

i suspect some conservative told him about this, but he mangled it in his head to mean
that he could just dissolve the 9th circuit completely if he wanted to.



(/user/cityduck)

[new]


cityduck (/user/cityduck) wu ming

Apr 27 · 10:28:43 AM (/comments/1656782/66286434#comment_66286434)

Recommended 7 times

Probably.  He probably can’t cope with the concept that he has a four year term
whereas the judges get lifetime appointments.



(/user/ktoz)

[new]


ktoz (/user/ktoz) cityduck

Apr 27 · 02:52:58 PM (/comments/1656782/66290156#comment_66290156)

His policy orcs are undoubtedly looking for ways to make him President
for life.
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) wu ming

Apr 27 · 10:45:44 AM (/comments/1656782/66286679#comment_66286679)

Recommended 16 times

Trump is a walking game of Auto-Telephone.

Tell him something and what next comes out of his mouth is garbled like what it
would take a chain of 20 ordinary people to do.



(/user/FG)

[new]


FG (/user/FG) wu ming

Apr 27 · 11:01:02 AM (/comments/1656782/66286952#comment_66286952)

Recommended 3 times

Typical Trump.



(/user/machoneman)

[new]


machoneman (/user/machoneman) wu ming

Apr 27 · 11:38:02 AM (/comments/1656782/66287592#comment_66287592)

Recommended 2 times

Orrin Hatch must have been his Svengali!



(/user/UT Dem)

[new]


UT Dem (/user/UT Dem) machoneman

Apr 27 · 02:28:01 PM (/comments/1656782/66289920#comment_66289920)

Recommended 2 times

I think Orrin and Svengali are about the same age now.



(/user/glenelg)

[new]


glenelg (/user/glenelg) wu ming

Apr 27 · 12:02:46 PM (/comments/1656782/66287961#comment_66287961)

Recommended 2 times

Sessions?



(/user/wu ming)

[new]


wu ming (/user/wu ming) glenelg

Apr 27 · 01:00:52 PM (/comments/1656782/66288812#comment_66288812)

Recommended 7 times

if i had to bet, i’d guess it was mike lee, who is up to his neck in attempts
to strip mine public land in utah. 



(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) cityduck Apr 27 · 10:32:08 AM (/comments/1656782/66286489#comment_66286489)

Recommended 5 times

Interesting background, thx.


[new]
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(/user/riprof) riprof (/user/riprof) cityduck Apr 27 · 10:57:10 AM (/comments/1656782/66286866#comment_66286866)

Recommended 8 times

Sucks if you are a liberal in the carved out states, but it would have no
practical impact on the rulings coming out of the Ninth Circuit to which
Trump objects.

We have a winner!   I’m sure some conservatives from the Mountain West / Alaska are
happy to see Trump confused on this, but breaking up the 9th would actually make
Trump’s problem worse.  

If judges based on the Pacific coast are on average more liberal, then breaking off the
more conservative parts of the circuit would mean that the rump 9th Circuit panels would
have even higher probabilities of drawing liberals (and that en banc rulings would be
made with a more liberal banc).  The 9th Circuit would be no less a circuit with no less
power to issue rulings with nationwide effect than it has today, so, there would be an
even higher probability of rulings that Trump hates.

As you note, plays out different in terms of rulings specific to cases from the Mountain
West states in the new 10th Cir., which might well matter especially for evironmental /
resource / land management issues.   But zero impact at all on these immigration-related
rulings.



(/user/cityduck)

[new]


cityduck (/user/cityduck) riprof

Apr 27 · 11:09:50 AM (/comments/1656782/66287110#comment_66287110)

Recommended 6 times

There are already 10th and 11th Circuits.  If the 9th Circuit is split, Trump would
be creating a new 12th Circuit.



(/user/riprof)

[new]


riprof (/user/riprof) cityduck

Apr 27 · 11:17:25 AM (/comments/1656782/66287231#comment_66287231)

Recommended 3 times

Thanks, my error there.



(/user/SSGCedar)

[new]


SSGCedar (/user/SSGCedar) cityduck

Apr 28 · 03:49:59 PM (/comments/1656782/66304248#comment_66304248)

Recommended 0 times

Trump has no power to do anything except nominate judges. Congress
would have to make any changes.



(/user/leevank)

[new]


leevank (/user/leevank) cityduck

Apr 27 · 02:27:41 PM (/comments/1656782/66289914#comment_66289914)

I was going to post pretty much the same thing. Splitting the 9th Circuit wouldn’t get rid of
any judges (although I suspect Trump might think it would). The biggest problem with
splitting the 9th Circuit is that if you did anything other than splitting it into California (and
maybe Hawaii, Guam, the Northern Marianas, and American Samoa into one circuit), and
everything else into another one, whatever doesn’t include California really isn’t big
enough to constitute a circuit comparable to any of the existing ones. That’s certainly the
case if you lump Oregon and Washington with California.

One big (and completely non-partisan) argument for splitting the 9th Circuit is that it’s so
big that it’s unwieldy. For example, there are so many judges that it’s virtually impossible
for them all to sit en banc.

There is a (relatively) recent precedent for splitting very large circuits. When I started
practicing law, the 5th Circuit included Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,
and Florida. But in 1981, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida were split off to form the 11th
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Recommended 3 times

Circuit. The original configuration made sense when the Circuit was formed, but with the
huge population growth in both Florida and Texas in the 20th Century, it had become
unwieldy.

(/user/Frederik)

[new]


Frederik (/user/Frederik) leevank

Apr 28 · 01:58:57 AM (/comments/1656782/66294221#comment_66294221)

Recommended 1 time

Indeed. There are 12 “normal” circuit courts of appeal (DC + 1  to 11th) + the
Federal circuit for specific claims like patent disputes.

According to the Constitution it’s not up to the President but to Congress to
decide on the organization of the federal courts and judiciary.

It’s not the first time that proposals are made to split the 9th. Is the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit too big and unwieldy? Methinks yes, after
all with AK, AZ, CA, HI, ID, MT, NV, OR, WA + Guam and the Northern Marianas, it
has 20% of the US population under its wing. Which is way out of proportion if
compared with the other Appeal courts. So creating a new 12  Circuit would in
effect not be unreasonable. The main problem is that politically speaking there is
no consensus about how the 9  should be divided, and if that would also
necessitate a rearrangement of the 10 other Circuits… so all attempts to divide it
have been fruitless in the past.

Of course that’s an altogether other issue than this so-called President’s beef
with the Court. Besides, it’s not only in the 9  circuit that he has bitten the dust
with regards to his unlawful executive orders.



st

th

th

th

(/user/sparky81884)

[new]


sparky81884 (/user/sparky81884) cityduck

Apr 28 · 02:09:36 PM (/comments/1656782/66302955#comment_66302955)

Recommended 0 times

They might do better to try to dilute those liberal judges into more conservative circuits by
breaking it up and combining with neighboring circuits.  Or even a more radical
realignment of the circuit courts nationwide.  Any way you go, a realignment/split would
provide political cover to a Congress that wanted to engage in a little court packing by
adding new seats for Trump to fill.



(/user/rugbymom)

[new]


rugbymom (/user/rugbymom) Apr 27 · 10:00:29 AM (/comments/1656782/66286006#comment_66286006)

Recommended 19 times

Has someone informed him yet that he also can’t fire individual judges?

(/user/NostroDanus)

[new]


NostroDanus (/user/NostroDanus) rugbymom

Apr 27 · 10:19:52 AM (/comments/1656782/66286297#comment_66286297)

Recommended 9 times

You want to be the bearer of bad news? Or the truth? Or reality?



(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) NostroDanus

Apr 27 · 10:49:04 AM (/comments/1656782/66286729#comment_66286729)

Recommended 6 times

No one who works for him does, that’s for sure.



[new]
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(/user/HugoDog) HugoDog (/user/HugoDog) rugbymom

Apr 27 · 11:30:39 AM (/comments/1656782/66287458#comment_66287458)

Recommended 11 times

the Simpsons just made reference to his replacing RBG with Ivanka



(/user/UT Dem)

[new]


UT Dem (/user/UT Dem) rugbymom

Apr 27 · 02:29:43 PM (/comments/1656782/66289939#comment_66289939)

Recommended 0 times

Minor detail in Drumpfland.



(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) Apr 27 · 10:01:03 AM (/comments/1656782/66286012#comment_66286012)

Recommended 13 times

Is anyone surprised that the wannabe Dictator declares he thinks like a dictator?

(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) PissedGrunty

Apr 27 · 10:46:22 AM (/comments/1656782/66286689#comment_66286689)

Recommended 4 times

CEO. But apart from the death penalty, they operate about the same.



(/user/burlydee)

[new]


burlydee (/user/burlydee) Apr 27 · 10:02:41 AM (/comments/1656782/66286039#comment_66286039)

Recommended 9 times

Yeah, his comment is completely idiotic. Ignoring the horrible authoritarian worldview it espouses,
even if he broke up the 9th circuit, Hawaii, California, Washington — all the places he’s lost at,
would still have a court. So it wouldn't change the outcome at all. 

So unless he thinks he can just dissolve any court that agrees with him, he's having another rush of
stupidity.r.

(/user/kamarvt)

[new]


kamarvt (/user/kamarvt) burlydee

Apr 27 · 10:09:08 AM (/comments/1656782/66286132#comment_66286132)

Recommended 12 times

yup. Makes sense. In his tiny mind, he gets to say “you’re fired” to all the meany meany so
called judges he doesn’t like. Nobody around him will disabuse him of this delusion,
either, so expect to see it solemnly debated on cable Teevee.

God, he sucks.
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(/user/UT Dem)

[new]


UT Dem (/user/UT Dem) kamarvt

Apr 27 · 02:32:42 PM (/comments/1656782/66289968#comment_66289968)

Recommended 1 time

“Nobody around him will disabuse him of this delusion”….”Why, yes sir, that’s the
most brilliant thing any president has ever said. Just wonderful...may I kiss your
ass before I leave, sir?”



(/user/jwinIL14)

[new]


jwinIL14 (/user/jwinIL14) Apr 27 · 10:04:57 AM (/comments/1656782/66286073#comment_66286073)

Recommended 6 times

It's a bold strategy Jeff, lets see if it pays off.

(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) jwinIL14

Apr 27 · 10:21:53 AM (/comments/1656782/66286330#comment_66286330)

Recommended 7 times

Is that Sessions or the grandpa from King of the Hill?



(/user/jwinIL14)

[new]


jwinIL14 (/user/jwinIL14) PissedGrunty

Apr 27 · 10:30:18 AM (/comments/1656782/66286456#comment_66286456)

Recommended 10 times

It’s Cotton Hill, Jeff Sessions stunt double.  Kinda works for Pence too I suppose?



(/user/Mimikins)

[new]


Mimikins (/user/Mimikins) jwinIL14

Apr 28 · 11:33:19 AM (/comments/1656782/66300173#comment_66300173)

Recommended 1 time

Good job! It does actually favor Mr. Sessions in that he looks less evil
and venal than usual. Must be the second dimension!



(/user/AfricanLived)

[new]


AfricanLived (/user/AfricanLived) Apr 27 · 10:06:51 AM (/comments/1656782/66286103#comment_66286103)

Recommended 10 times

so who’s gonna be the staffer who has to tell Trump’ol ‘boy it can’t be done?!

any takers?

(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) AfricanLived

Apr 27 · 10:48:21 AM (/comments/1656782/66286719#comment_66286719)

The P/M of Canada and the Mexican President?

They’re doing pretty well.
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Recommended 13 times

(/user/AfricanLived)

[new]


AfricanLived (/user/AfricanLived) Gooserock

Apr 27 · 10:57:21 AM (/comments/1656782/66286873#comment_66286873)

Recommended 9 times

Don’t forget China’s Xi.



(/user/FG)

[new]


FG (/user/FG) Gooserock

Apr 27 · 11:02:19 AM (/comments/1656782/66286975#comment_66286975)

Recommended 7 times

Or pretty much any foreign leader. President of China did a pretty good job. So
did Merkel. 



(/user/Orinoco)

[new]


Orinoco (/user/Orinoco) FG

Apr 27 · 01:38:09 PM (/comments/1656782/66289316#comment_66289316)

Recommended 6 times

Took Merkel 11 tries

Apparently he doesn’t listen so well to the women-folk. Big surprise
there.

The problem with corrupt, corporate, incompetent government is
corruption, corporatism and incompetence, not government. (Jerome a
Paris)



(/user/VeganMilitia)

[new]


VeganMilitia (/user/VeganMilitia) Apr 27 · 10:07:50 AM (/comments/1656782/66286114#comment_66286114)

Recommended 21 times

This is the same day he declared National Monuments a ‘Federal Land Grab.’    That’s a giveaway
right there.  Straight from Bundy Ranch and the Sahara Club.  

He’s purposefully pitting the conservative and liberal west against each other.

A Reagan tactic done Trump style.

(/user/pat of butter in a sea of grits)

[new]


pat of butter in a sea of grits (/user/pat of butter VeganMilitia

Apr 27 · 11:06:11 AM (/comments/1656782/66287044#comment_66287044)

Recommended 15 times

As far as I can tell he’s never even been outside except to a golf course. He’s probably
never visited a national park or monument in his life and sees no value in them. 

... 

(/user/HugoDog)

[new]


HugoDog (/user/HugoDog) pat of butter in a sea of grits

Apr 27 · 11:33:02 AM (/comments/1656782/66287507#comment_66287507)

Recommended 6 times

He probably thinks the hot pots and geysers in Yellowstone would make terrific
golf hazards.



[new]
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(/user/aratman) aratman (/user/aratman) VeganMilitia

Apr 27 · 01:53:10 PM (/comments/1656782/66289507#comment_66289507)

Recommended 1 time

Can he even do anything about the monuments?  Does the antiquities law allow for a later
president to de monument something?



(/user/bear83)

[new]


bear83 (/user/bear83) aratman

Apr 27 · 02:14:24 PM (/comments/1656782/66289769#comment_66289769)

Recommended 2 times

Nope. Only Congress can do that.



(/user/Champurrado)

[new]


Champurrado (/user/Champurrado) Apr 27 · 10:12:59 AM (/comments/1656782/66286182#comment_66286182)

Recommended 6 times

Thank you, JAYSUS, that we don’t have Preznit Hillary!

/redstate

(/user/Mark Lippman)

[new]


Mark Lippman (/user/Mark Lippman) Apr 27 · 10:30:38 AM (/comments/1656782/66286462#comment_66286462)

Recommended 17 times

What’s the justification for relying so heavily on executive orders when you have majorities in the
House and Senate with the same party in the White House?

Executive orders can spell out details for implementing laws that are already enacted. President
Obama used them to do as much as the executive branch can do when a hostile Congress
obstructs necessary legislation.

The Duck and the majority in Congress are all members of the same Syndicate of Grifters. There
should be no need for executive orders when they have majorities that can pass legislation.

The thing about Right wingers is that they’re so hateful they can’t even get along with each other to
have their way when the opportunity is theirs.

(/user/nullspace)

[new]


nullspace (/user/nullspace) Mark Lippman

Apr 27 · 12:01:18 PM (/comments/1656782/66287938#comment_66287938)

Recommended 5 times

You get to feel as close to a dictator as you can. You can try to simply state things and
then sign them and stuff.  All that working through branches stuff, even if they are your
own branches, is for weaklings, after all!  It takes planning, working with others, involving
people in your decisions, coordination….. trumpian ‘winners’ just hear something at 9,
think it is their own idea at 10, write it down at 11 and sign it in time for golf.



(/user/americanbychoice)

[new]


americanbychoice (/user/americanbychoice) Mark Lippman

Apr 28 · 02:27:02 PM (/comments/1656782/66303190#comment_66303190)

Recommended 0 times

Those EO signings…? Oh pulleeze, that’s just habit from the ole lecher’s civilian days when
he used the same motions on dark street corners — wearing raincoats and confronting
young girls! 



(/user/triplem)

[new]


triplem (/user/triplem) Apr 27 · 10:34:12 AM (/comments/1656782/66286519#comment_66286519)
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Recommended 7 times

Ooh who though if judge shopping to block the ACA and Obamas immigration order. Like they've
never heard of the idea.

(/user/tallen387)

[new]


tallen387 (/user/tallen387) Apr 27 · 10:38:30 AM (/comments/1656782/66286570#comment_66286570)

Recommended 3 times

Huh.  All this clown needs is an attempted 'coup' and he could be the next Erdogan.

(/user/DEMonrat ankle biter)

[new]


DEMonrat ankle biter (/user/DEMonrat ankle biter)

Apr 27 · 10:46:29 AM (/comments/1656782/66286693#comment_66286693)

Recommended 2 times

only congress can, potus can’t

(/user/KnotIookin)

[new]


KnotIookin (/user/KnotIookin) Apr 27 · 10:49:43 AM (/comments/1656782/66286743#comment_66286743)

Recommended 19 times

trump really and seriously doesn't have a damn clue HOW America works.   His hard corp followers
understand how gov works even LESS then trump does.  

Perhaps we need to demand that ALL people running for elective office MUST pass a basic civics
test.

i know that I could pass one but I doubt don  the con could.

(/user/JBL55)

[new]


JBL55 (/user/JBL55) KnotIookin Apr 27 · 10:53:27 AM (/comments/1656782/66286800#comment_66286800)

Recommended 16 times

Perhaps we need to demand that ALL people running for elective office
MUST pass a basic civics test.

I’d rather work on “must release tax returns” first.  :-)



(/user/rightiswrong)

[new]


rightiswrong (/user/rightiswrong) JBL55

Apr 27 · 11:02:14 AM (/comments/1656782/66286973#comment_66286973)

Recommended 13 times

I’d settle for a simple background check looking for foreign influences.



(/user/JerryNA)

[new]


JerryNA (/user/JerryNA) rightiswrong

Apr 27 · 11:30:59 AM (/comments/1656782/66287463#comment_66287463)

Recommended 11 times

In an ideal world, all of the above.



(/user/dotalbon)

[new]
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Apr 27 · 12:23:56 PM (/comments/1656782/66288311#comment_66288311)

Recommended 4 times

IQ and lie detector tests.  Next!  

(/user/morgansmom)

[new]


morgansmom (/user/morgansm dotalbon

Apr 27 · 01:55:23 PM (/comments/1656782/66289532#comment_66289532)

Recommended 5 times

Yes. Look at the Republican presidential track record. The only
sane guy since Gerald Ford has been Poppy Bush. They just
keep getting dumberer… Except this time the Prez is dumb in a
dangerous way.

... 

(/user/joy221)

[new]


joy221 (/user/joy221) rightiswrong

Apr 27 · 02:11:31 PM (/comments/1656782/66289736#comment_66289736)

Recommended 2 times

And a mental competency test…..



(/user/mrobinson)

[new]


mrobinson (/user/mrobinson) KnotIookin

Apr 27 · 02:04:51 PM (/comments/1656782/66289660#comment_66289660)

Recommended 5 times

YES!!! And nominated justices should prove they understand the constitution, federal and
state laws, treaties that we’ve sworn to uphold, international law that we’ve signed in the
United Nations. Pass the test!



(/user/mrobinson)

[new]


mrobinson (/user/mrobinson) mrobinson

Apr 27 · 02:05:35 PM (/comments/1656782/66289670#comment_66289670)

Recommended 1 time

See France’s rules for becoming a judge.



(/user/JBL55)

[new]


JBL55 (/user/JBL55) Apr 27 · 10:51:49 AM (/comments/1656782/66286771#comment_66286771)

Recommended 4 times

It's part of the nasty authoritarian streak that has captured the modern Republican
Party

Yet they claim to be the ones who protect freedom the best.  More newspeak. 

(/user/paytheline)

[new]


paytheline (/user/paytheline) Apr 27 · 10:55:27 AM (/comments/1656782/66286828#comment_66286828)

The “liberal 9th Circuit” is basically a hoary canard at this point.  It began when Carter was given
additional seats to fill in the 70’s (and did so, with excellent judges).  But most of those judges are
gone, and lots of Bush and Reagan appointees remain.  

One more thing — the “unelected judges” point — judges are elected indirectly through a vote of
the US Senate.  The President is elected indirectly through a vote of the Electoral College.  However,
with respect to current office holders, the judges are not the ones who have actually been rejected
by the underlying electorate at large.
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Recommended 8 times

(/user/Frederik)

[new]


Frederik (/user/Frederik) paytheline

Apr 28 · 02:03:38 AM (/comments/1656782/66294228#comment_66294228)

Recommended 0 times

From 1999 to 2008, of the 0.151% of Ninth Circuit Court rulings that were reviewed by the
SCOTUS, 20% were affirmed, 19% were vacated, and 61% were reversed; the median
reversal rate for all federal appellate courts was 68.29% for the same period. From 2010
to 2015, of the cases it accepted to review, SCOTUS reversed around 79 percent of the
cases from the Ninth Circuit, ranking its reversal rate third among the circuits; the median
reversal rate for all federal circuits for the same time period was around 70 percent.

The Ninth Circuit's high percentage of reversals is thus illusory and results from the circuit
hearing more cases than the other circuits, which of course means that it delivers more
cases to SCOTUS than other circuits. After all the Ninth Circuit on itself covers 20% of the
US population. Given the number of cases SCOTUS hears compared with the number of
cases in each circuit SCOTUS in effect reviews a smaller proportion of the 9th’s cases,
letting stand the vast majority of its cases.



(/user/kathy in ga)

[new]


kathy in ga (/user/kathy in ga) Apr 27 · 11:07:12 AM (/comments/1656782/66287064#comment_66287064)

Recommended 7 times

I think we should all be grateful that trump is as incompetent as he is hateful.   It doesn't want to
save today

(/user/retrosteve)

[new]


retrosteve (/user/retrosteve) Apr 27 · 11:10:41 AM (/comments/1656782/66287126#comment_66287126)

Recommended 10 times

Never forget the possibility that the idea came from the Washington Examiner, just a second
before. Trump’s attention span of about three seconds makes this quite likely.  Reconsider this
dialogue assuming Trump has never heard the idea before:

Washington Examiner: “Have you considered proposals to split the court?”

Trump: “Absolutely, I have. Just now. And it’s a tremendous idea. The best.”

(/user/Catte Nappe)

[new]


Catte Nappe (/user/Catte Nappe) retrosteve

Apr 27 · 11:27:01 AM (/comments/1656782/66287384#comment_66287384)

It’s been floating awhile.

Arizona wants to switch circuits. Governor Doug Ducey, Senator Jeff Flake,
and Representative Matt Salmon announced a joint effort
(http://azgovernor.gov/governor/governor-doug-ducey-arizona-
congressional-leaders-call-removal-arizona-ninth-circuit) last week to
sever their state from the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, citing its heavy
workload, high rate of reversal, and slow resolution of cases.

….

Proposed splits have received ample study over the last three decades,
most recently in 1998, when Congress appointed a commission headed by
retired Justice Byron White to reexamine the federal appeals courts’
structure. Central to the commission’s purpose was assessing the viability
of splitting the Ninth Circuit.

www.theatlantic.com/... (https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive
/2016/02/a-circuit-split/435567/)
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Recommended 5 times

As judges on the 9  Circuit Court of Appeals weigh the legality of
President Trump’s immigration executive order, a Republican push to split
up the controversial court -- and shrink its clout -- is gaining steam on
Capitol Hill.

Republican Sens. Jeff Flake and John McCain of Arizona introduced
legislation last month to carve six states out of the San Francisco-based
court circuit and create a brand new 12th Circuit.

They argue that the 9  is too big, too liberal and too slow resolving cases.
If they succeed, only California, Oregon, Hawaii and two island districts
would remain in the 9th's judicial fiefdom.

www.foxnews.com/... (http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/02/09/bill-
to-split-nutty-9th-circuit-gains-momentum.html)

th

th

(/user/retrosteve)

[new]


retrosteve (/user/retrosteve) Catte Nappe

Apr 27 · 11:36:09 AM (/comments/1656782/66287559#comment_66287559)

Recommended 3 times

Yes, I’m sure this idea came up in one of Trump’s many missed intelligence
briefings. But he still might not have heard of it personally till just now.



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Catte Nappe

Apr 27 · 12:12:19 PM (/comments/1656782/66288100#comment_66288100)

Recommended 5 times

AK + MT + WY + AZ + NV + WA will still be just slightly red-leaning, if that. WA is
fairly blue and one of the fastest-growing states, especially its solidly blue
western part where most of the population lives. NV is trending blue. AK, MT &
WY are small states in terms of population. Only AZ will keep it red, and then only
for a while. Eventually, it too will go blue with its Latino immigrant population.

In 20 years, perhaps sooner, we’ll have two blue circuits instead of one. Stupid
move if they do it.



(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) Catte Nappe

Apr 27 · 12:25:30 PM (/comments/1656782/66288331#comment_66288331)

Recommended 2 times

too slow wouldn’t have anything to do with not getting judges through
Congress?  9th inches out the 11th on vacancies, the seats unfilled lists that sit at
127 nationally, they are over 10% each of the vacancies.

www.uscourts.gov/... (http://www.uscourts.gov/judges-judgeships/judicial-
vacancies/current-judicial-vacancies)



(/user/lgboomer)

[new]


lgboomer (/user/lgboomer) Apr 27 · 11:20:50 AM (/comments/1656782/66287284#comment_66287284)

Recommended 4 times

“I ALONE WILL FIX IT”……….HA HA HA HA HA

(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) Apr 27 · 11:24:33 AM (/comments/1656782/66287343#comment_66287343)

Lifetime appointments to a Federal Court of Appeals do not go away if the Court of Appeals system
is reorganized, since there must still be such an appellate body corresponding to every jurisdiction
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Recommended 5 times

in the country,  every state or territory,  and there must be one attached to every district court, and
the judges do not go away, and vacancies appear.  The  Fifth Circuit was reconfigured a few years
back and the Tenth and Eleventh have been created, but I am not aware of a single already sworn
in appellate judge becoming unemployed by reason of those events. . I am not sure anyone has
ever tried to detach judges they don’t like from the bench on which they sit by reducing the
number of circuits, leaving them jurisdictionally homeless. Judges are too expensive for that, and
such a reorganization does not eliminate the decisions the reorganizer does not like or limit their
precedential value.

As to the Ninth, there is also a problem in that it covers a huge number of people, and states, and
the Appellate system is already overloaded before losing all the expertise of local judges and all the
manpower. There are a hundred languages used in my county in WA alone in the courts, and I
would be willing to bet half or more of all of them are not in use  to any material enough degree to
have support for litigation in them in any state outside the Ninth, assuming both Alaska and Hawaii
are in it.

And if he is trying to make legal decisions go away, Congress awaits any such effort.  

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Christy1947

Apr 27 · 12:08:10 PM (/comments/1656782/66288027#comment_66288027)

Recommended 3 times

The makeup of the 9th is heavily blue-leaning, with AZ being the only significant red state
in the mix. Put AK, MT & WY together and they don’t amount to an OR. NV is purple. So,
splitting the 9th doesn’t help him.



(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) kovie

Apr 27 · 07:04:37 PM (/comments/1656782/66292359#comment_66292359)

Recommended 0 times

One of the functions of Circuits is to try to keep them roughly similar in size of
caseload generated, and the Ninth has IIRC alwasy had a bigger caseload than
many of the eastern Circuits, and a whole lot of states whose total population
would not make a single third place town in California. The Ninth has the Tech
world, the sixth largest single economy in the world, Microsoft, Amazon, and a lot
of the biggest and busiest companies, all if just a few of the states it contains.
Even if each of the big three was isolated in its own Circuit, CAL, WA and ORE,  it
would be very busy and have before it a lot of the issues that  T does not want
decided at all.  And as Trump has already discovered, judges who dislike his EOs
are not limited to the three coastal Pacific states in the contiguous lower 48. The
only repeater here is nice Judge Curial, who is from Indiana. And MD and VA and
other places have also busted his chops judicially, definitely not in the Ninth. .



(/user/lgboomer)

[new]


lgboomer (/user/lgboomer) Apr 27 · 11:27:39 AM (/comments/1656782/66287400#comment_66287400)

Recommended 1 time

If it wasn’t so sad all of this would be funny.  It’s like a Bugs Bunny cartoon.  We just have to
remember we are the Rabbit.   Be the rabbit become the rabbit.  The Bunny always wins.

(/user/Astronut)

[new]


Astronut (/user/Astronut) Apr 27 · 11:28:14 AM (/comments/1656782/66287417#comment_66287417)

Recommended 12 times

“Donald Trump is simply an idiot, but a person who gives a powerful idiot stupid ideas—now that's
the person you have to watch out for.”

Steve Bannon immediately comes to my mind. 

And yes, Drumpf is an idiot.  He proves it every  single day.  I’ve despised this SOB since the
mid-80s, and yet he’s even worse than I thought. 

(/user/nullspace)

[new]
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nullspace (/user/nullspace) Astronut

Apr 27 · 12:05:08 PM (/comments/1656782/66287992#comment_66287992)

Recommended 4 times

I was thinking Bannon too…. this smacks of that ass-hat: it sounds vengeful, authoritarian,
and has just enough reality to be … a real thing, and benefits only alt-right wanna-be
libertarians in the mountain west; yet it is crafted to fit into the orange one’s addled
mind.  Thats Bannonesque.



(/user/wilkerd)

[new]


wilkerd (/user/wilkerd) Astronut

Apr 28 · 07:45:39 AM (/comments/1656782/66296418#comment_66296418)

Recommended 0 times

Ditto



(/user/pcn8229)

[new]


pcn8229 (/user/pcn8229) Apr 27 · 12:01:08 PM (/comments/1656782/66287937#comment_66287937)

Recommended 3 times

Two names: Bannon and Miller.

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Apr 27 · 12:05:32 PM (/comments/1656782/66287994#comment_66287994)

Recommended 4 times

Um, hasn’t Sessions explained to him already that district court cases can’t generally be shopped
around to circuit courts other than the one they fall under? If that were possible, wouldn’t it have
made sense for his DoJ to have appealed to a more conservative circuit court, like the ones in the
SE or central midwest? Man, what a moron.

Also, if he did split the 9th, that would mean two left-leaning circuit courts instead of one. How
does that help him?

Maroon!

(/user/NewDealer)

[new]


NewDealer (/user/NewDealer) kovie

Apr 27 · 01:43:03 PM (/comments/1656782/66289394#comment_66289394)

Recommended 1 time

Not necessarily  — suppose for example Congress split the Court and then added five
seats to each of them that Trump could fill by appointment.  The end result could be two
conservative Courts.



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) NewDealer

Apr 27 · 02:08:45 PM (/comments/1656782/66289706#comment_66289706)

Recommended 2 times

Why not just pack the current 9th that way?



(/user/Godfather05)

[new]


Godfather05 (/user/Godfather05) Apr 27 · 12:06:07 PM (/comments/1656782/66288004#comment_66288004)

Every day this a$$ hole comes closer and closer to becoming a dictator and in the eyes of
many with the help of the so called liberal media. When the Democrats called a press
conference today to explain how the investigation of Russia was going in the different
committees, did you notice that when the Democrats were talking about Flynn CNN and
MSNBC covered the conference. However, when Senator Bluenthol started connecting Flynn
and the white house to the investigation CNN and MSNBC cut away and said let us tell you
what they are saying as if they were speaking a foreign language. However, after the
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Recommended 5 times

Senator completed his statement connecting Flynn to the White House both stations
returned to the question and answer session. Americans are wondering why both stations
would not allow America to hear what the Senator had to say? Contrast that with the press
conference that Paul Ryan had, both stations carried every word and question that was
asked and the vast majority of the questions were about Obamacare. The question now has
to be asked, are the media helping Trump become a dictator?

(/user/ttownkeith)

[new]


ttownkeith (/user/ttownkeith) Apr 27 · 12:27:52 PM (/comments/1656782/66288363#comment_66288363)

Recommended 2 times

So who put this idea in dimwit's head? Thoughts? It sounds like Bannon and/or Miller. 

(/user/Sqan)

[new]


Sqan (/user/Sqan) Apr 27 · 12:58:54 PM (/comments/1656782/66288790#comment_66288790)

Recommended 3 times

When are we going to impeach this malignancy that is destroying America?

(/user/Proginoskes)

[new]


Proginoskes (/user/Proginoskes) Sqan

Apr 27 · 11:15:54 PM (/comments/1656782/66293907#comment_66293907)

Recommended 0 times

This is an impeachable offense.



(/user/InsaneTigerTig)

[new]


InsaneTigerTig (/user/InsaneTigerTig) Apr 27 · 01:16:54 PM (/comments/1656782/66289027#comment_66289027)

Recommended 1 time

Can one be any more blatant in their disdain for our Constitutional Republic of equal branches of
government and checks and balances?

(/user/Rick Kitchen)

[new]


Rick Kitchen (/user/Rick Kitchen) Apr 27 · 01:22:30 PM (/comments/1656782/66289112#comment_66289112)

Recommended 1 time

Or he could just follow the lead of the state of Kansas, and defund the court altogether.

(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) Apr 27 · 01:31:07 PM (/comments/1656782/66289217#comment_66289217)

Recommended 4 times

The really sad part is that Trump is either (1) intentionally trying to deceive the American public
about the role and nature of the Courts, or (2) just an ignorant ass. 

So far, the Judiciary has been our saving grace. 

(/user/onionjim)

[new]


onionjim (/user/onionjim) o4tuna

Apr 27 · 01:33:35 PM (/comments/1656782/66289259#comment_66289259)

Recommended 3 times

It could be (1)+(2).
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(/user/paz3)

[new]


paz3 (/user/paz3) o4tuna Apr 27 · 02:29:28 PM (/comments/1656782/66289934#comment_66289934)

Recommended 1 time

Wait! He’s an ignorant ass because he thinks that he can deceive enough of the American
public on this (and other issues) to prop up his popularity and perceived smarts. You be
the judge:



(/user/deadpan)

[new]


deadpan (/user/deadpan) o4tuna

Apr 28 · 02:00:01 AM (/comments/1656782/66294223#comment_66294223)

Recommended 0 times

So far, the Judiciary has been our saving grace.

Until the cases get to Trump’s SCOTUS and until he appoints like-minded fascists to the
lower courts.   



(/user/onionjim)

[new]


onionjim (/user/onionjim) Apr 27 · 01:32:05 PM (/comments/1656782/66289231#comment_66289231)

Recommended 1 time

It pretty much sounds like Bannon, but Miller is also in there and he’s a loony toon

(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) Apr 27 · 01:40:59 PM (/comments/1656782/66289360#comment_66289360)

Recommended 4 times

RetroSteve said it best, above: 

retrosteve (http://www.dailykos.com/user/retrosteve) Apr 27 · 11:10:41 AM
(http://www.dailykos.com/comments/1656782/66287126#comment_66287126)

… the idea came from the Washington Examiner, just a second before. 

Washington Examiner: “Have you considered proposals to split the court?”

Trump: “Absolutely, I have. Just now. And it’s a tremendous idea. The best.”

(/user/Khaaannn)

[new]


Khaaannn (/user/Khaaannn) Apr 27 · 01:58:32 PM (/comments/1656782/66289576#comment_66289576)

Recommended 4 times

Sigh…….

The Orange ShitGibbon cannot possibly do that.

Only CONGRESS can re-define Circuit Court boundaries and even then they will just redistribute the
judges to the newly created circuits, changing NOTHING.

The ONLY way to remove a federal judge is to IMPEACH them in Congress and that has only
happened 15 times in the last 240 years and only 8 were convicted by the Senate, 4 were acquitted,
and 3 resigned before the trial.

Once more the Yellow-Haired DumbFuck tweets bullshit to salve his bruised ego.

[new]
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(/user/kayak58) kayak58 (/user/kayak58) Khaaannn

Apr 27 · 02:05:10 PM (/comments/1656782/66289664#comment_66289664)

Recommended 1 time

Just wrote the same thing. 



(/user/kayak58)

[new]


kayak58 (/user/kayak58) Apr 27 · 02:04:43 PM (/comments/1656782/66289659#comment_66289659)

Recommended 2 times

Um, and the POTUS can’t break up the 9th circuit, anyway. And if it was, by congress, the judges
would remain — just in more courts.

(/user/bear83)

[new]


bear83 (/user/bear83) kayak58 Apr 27 · 02:21:56 PM (/comments/1656782/66289849#comment_66289849)

Recommended 1 time

Exactly. Those lifetime appointments don’t just go away. Trump — what a maroon.


(/user/bobdevo)

[new]


bobdevo (/user/bobdevo) Apr 27 · 02:15:57 PM (/comments/1656782/66289794#comment_66289794)

Recommended 2 times

Everybody immediately runs to the 9th Circuit. And we have a big country. We
have lots of other locations. But they immediately run to the 9th Circuit

So, which is scarier …. if Trump actually is so stupid he believes one can just file any old case in the
9th Circuit, without any attention whatsoever to the federal rules of civil procedure ….. OR …. he
actually knows what the rules for appropriate venue are, and he's just a lying sonuvabitch?

(/user/KUDem)

[new]


KUDem (/user/KUDem) Apr 27 · 02:16:32 PM (/comments/1656782/66289802#comment_66289802)

Recommended 1 time

This was already in the works by McCain and Flake. They are tired of being tied to the Blue Coast.
The GOP refused to fill 4 vacancies under Obama with the hope of balancing the court. The real
concern is whether they would split up CA, OR, WA and HI to dilute the current Dems. 

(/user/oldupperwestsideLIBERALjew)

[new]


oldupperwestsideLIBERALjew (/user/oldupperwestsideL

Apr 27 · 02:18:27 PM (/comments/1656782/66289817#comment_66289817)

Recommended 1 time

Breaking News!  Court considers dissolving Trump presidency!

I read it on the internet.

...

(/user/paz3)

[new]


paz3 (/user/paz3) Apr 27 · 02:24:47 PM (/comments/1656782/66289881#comment_66289881)

“There are many people that want to break up the 9th Circuit. It’s outrageous,” Trump told the
website. “Everybody immediately runs to the 9th Circuit.  [8th grade syntax passed by] But they
immediately run to the 9th Circuit. Because they know that’s like, semi-automatic.”

Umm, isn’t the 9th Circuit a regional body, like all other US Circuit Courts? I think any specific circuit
court, aside from the DC circuit, can only rule on matters within their regional jurisdiction?
Although this matter affects all states, the 9th has jurisdiction within states it ‘covers.’

If so, more Trump ignorance...
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Recommended 2 times

(There could be more nuance on the decision that I haven’t heard.)

(/user/Artemrss)

[new]


Artemrss (/user/Artemrss) Apr 27 · 02:27:15 PM (/comments/1656782/66289912#comment_66289912)

Recommended 2 times

We have a man/child in office who is used to getting his way, or…...he sues.  He is absolutely not
going to get his way in all things as there is a Congress who is supposed to exert checks and
balances; whatever that may mean to the Donald.  This is not a kingdom and he had better get that
straight. 

(/user/Aquest)

[new]


Aquest (/user/Aquest) Apr 27 · 02:29:56 PM (/comments/1656782/66289940#comment_66289940)

Recommended 3 times

He still doesn’t understand that he is a president and not a dictator.  

I’m waiting for him to declare himself ‘President for Life’. 

That has been done in other countries — with not such good results for the ‘president’.

(/user/Milkmaid)

[new]


Milkmaid (/user/Milkmaid) Apr 27 · 02:33:41 PM (/comments/1656782/66289979#comment_66289979)

Recommended 2 times

Our government is a three-legged chair.  If you break one of those legs, the chair will be unstable
and eventually collapse.  As it stands now, one leg needs a shim and the other needs a total repair
job.  The only truly stable leg we have left is our judiciary.  

(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien) Milkmaid

Apr 27 · 04:45:29 PM (/comments/1656782/66291128#comment_66291128)

Recommended 0 times

All three branches need some work done on them.  But I understand your milking stool
analogy.  Trump is mentally unbalanced, Congress is unbalanced with nutty, extremist
Republicans, and too many judges are too conservative or too lenient.  Balance is
important, but too may people in government are unbalanced, have lack of proportion
and perspective, and are only in it for themselves and their donors.



(/user/Roger Mexico)

[new]


Roger Mexico (/user/Roger Mexico) Apr 27 · 02:37:22 PM (/comments/1656782/66290001#comment_66290001)

Recommended 1 time

He’s giving me fucking tsurus (sp)! The sonofabitch. WTF is this asshole doing in any position of
power whatsoever? I wouldn’t hire this douchebag to unclog my poorly flushing toilet! 

Actually, I’m glad to see he just continues to screw up bigtime. It’s like he’s bought himself enough
rope, and soon he’ll do the proper thing with it.

The fucking moron doesn’t have a clue how to do anything in that Russian-bought seat. And he
KNOWS he doesn’t (that’s the extent of any “insight,” by the way — I know I’m an asshole, but
they’re my marks). But his pattern his whole life has been just to BULLSHIT his way through
anything. Well, I don’t like anyone bullshitting me, and I don’t think anyone does, including ReThugs
who otherwise like to toss it out themselves.

This is the WORST fucking asshole I’ve ever seen in my 70 years. Don’t give me “diagnoses” Hal
Brown and others, he’s just an asshole.

(/user/NXNW)

[new]


NXNW (/user/NXNW) Apr 27 · 02:37:38 PM (/comments/1656782/66290007#comment_66290007)
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Recommended 2 times

Trump’s next step will be something along the lines of: Will no one rid me of these troublesome
judges?

(/user/Bgrngod)

[new]


Bgrngod (/user/Bgrngod) Apr 27 · 02:40:57 PM (/comments/1656782/66290043#comment_66290043)

Recommended 3 times

I’d bet money that if you asked Trump what the 3 branches of the US Government are, he’d give
the President/Senate/House answer.

(/user/elidyl)

[new]


elidyl (/user/elidyl) Apr 27 · 02:41:28 PM (/comments/1656782/66290050#comment_66290050)

Recommended 1 time

What a jerk!

(/user/cany)

[new]


cany (/user/cany) Apr 27 · 02:44:31 PM (/comments/1656782/66290073#comment_66290073)

Recommended 1 time

So… powerful, authoritarian bent and doesn’t like the 9th, even though they are not the correct
court drawing his ire.

So, I vote Bannon/Miller. Besides, those courts probably have da wimmins and people of color on
them, too! So like that’s not just multiple strikes, it’s more like the slasher.

Trump and his buddies are so dangerous. His Royal Family needs to get him under control.

(/user/BobNJ)

[new]


BobNJ (/user/BobNJ) Apr 27 · 03:18:50 PM (/comments/1656782/66290364#comment_66290364)

Recommended 1 time

Until the Washington Examiner suggested it, President Fucknuckle probably had no idea of doing
this, which is probably impossible, anyway.

(/user/tyrdhead)

[new]


tyrdhead (/user/tyrdhead) Apr 27 · 03:26:57 PM (/comments/1656782/66290431#comment_66290431)

Recommended 1 time

Didn’t some body do the same thing years ago increasing the SC to 13 to get the outcomes they
wanted. The system is rigged. Both ways. I am growing tired of this clown car. I can not name one
thing this administration has done to help me, my kids, my neighbors, not one thing. I really want
to be in the 1% so I can have a piece of this kingdom. 

(/user/DuneDuck)

[new]


DuneDuck (/user/DuneDuck) Apr 27 · 03:34:25 PM (/comments/1656782/66290504#comment_66290504)

Recommended 0 times

Last paragraph: thanks for putting it so well! — and why Trump continues to terrify me.

I keep having the sinking feeling that we have not even begun to see, or imagine, the amount of
irreversible, catastrophic damage he, and his idiot-whisperer(s), are capable of wreaking on us, our
country, the whole damn planet.

And please, may my terrified fears be wildly overblown and come to nothing...

(/user/liberalxtian)

[new]


liberalxtian (/user/liberalxtian) Apr 27 · 03:42:04 PM (/comments/1656782/66290554#comment_66290554)

“Will no one rid me of this meddlesome priest?”
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Recommended 0 times

Careful Trump. Someone may use some 2nd amendment solutions to take care of the judges if you
continue to demonize them.

(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien) liberalxtian

Apr 27 · 04:37:47 PM (/comments/1656782/66291065#comment_66291065)

Recommended 0 times

Do you think he’d mind that at all?  He’s the Inciter-in-Chief, after all.



(/user/zenbassoon)

[new]


zenbassoon (/user/zenbassoon) Apr 27 · 03:44:35 PM (/comments/1656782/66290575#comment_66290575)

Recommended 1 time

Then let’s dissolve the 5th Circuit then. Tit for tat. 

(/user/deadpan)

[new]


deadpan (/user/deadpan) zenbassoon

Apr 28 · 02:00:56 AM (/comments/1656782/66294225#comment_66294225)

Recommended 0 times

No—Democrats have to be bipartisan and act like the “adults in the room.”  



(/user/MDGluon16)

[new]


MDGluon16 (/user/MDGluon16) Apr 27 · 03:50:03 PM (/comments/1656782/66290615#comment_66290615)

Recommended 1 time

This kind of thinking and actions is similar to how Zimbabwe went from functional economy and
democracy to dictatorship and poverty basket case. The attacks on the judiciary were part of the
oligarchs plans there and seem to be the model the GrOPers are following here. It can happen
here.

(/user/NOdollarsINgovt)

[new]


NOdollarsINgovt (/user/NOdollarsINgovt) Apr 27 · 04:00:04 PM (/comments/1656782/66290699#comment_66290699)

Recommended 0 times

This has been predicted by doomsdayers.  Trump really is going for total power.  This is not funny.
 This dangerous, and he just might do it and get away with it.  

(/user/nehill)

[new]


nehill (/user/nehill) Apr 27 · 04:03:30 PM (/comments/1656782/66290724#comment_66290724)

Recommended 1 time

How f—ing ignorant is this so-called President? And how f—ing ignorant are his minions?  A short
primer.  Somebody brings an action against Trump’s administration in a the US District Court of a
State.  The judge issues a ruling.  Somebody wants to appeal.  The appeal goes to the Circuit Court
for that State.  Nobody goes running to the Ninth Circuit from Minnesota, or New York, or Virginia.
 The Ninth Circuit got these cases because the originating court case was in Washington, Hawaii, or
California.  And the judges in a split Ninth Circuit will also come from those same states.  He’s the
President and he doesn’t know that!?!  
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(/user/BillyBob88)

[new]


BillyBob88 (/user/BillyBob88) Apr 27 · 04:07:02 PM (/comments/1656782/66290757#comment_66290757)

Recommended 0 times

Good luck with that one Chump!

(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

Apr 27 · 04:35:55 PM (/comments/1656782/66291048#comment_66291048)

Recommended 0 times

Oh, he likes “semi-automatic” just fine if it’s a weapon!  But semi-automatically choosing which
court to file a lawsuit or injunction in is anathema to him.  We have checks and balances for a
reason.  Apparently this high-handed and low-minded President thinks he’s above the law.  No one
is above the law!  Don’t mess with the judiciary!

(/user/TexasAggie)

[new]


TexasAggie (/user/TexasAggie) Apr 27 · 05:38:47 PM (/comments/1656782/66291577#comment_66291577)

Recommended 0 times

Does the name Morsi ring any bells?  He used to be a semi dictator in Egypt until he did something
similar to what drumpf is planning to do and first the young people and then the military went
after him and deposed him.

(/user/IamHere)

[new]


IamHere (/user/IamHere) Apr 27 · 05:57:09 PM (/comments/1656782/66291721#comment_66291721)

Recommended 0 times

T is doing a really good job of making himself look like the idiot he is.  The only people who like this
type of BS are the base of his base.  To most other people, these statements look like
authoritarianism run amok.

Still dangerous.

(/user/magic mitch)

[new]


magic mitch (/user/magic mitch) Apr 27 · 06:26:24 PM (/comments/1656782/66291949#comment_66291949)

Recommended 0 times

Trump is so delusional, he actually thinks he's scaring the court into ruling his way when he says
stupid shit like this.

(/user/BlkB4CE)

[new]


BlkB4CE (/user/BlkB4CE) Apr 27 · 07:27:40 PM (/comments/1656782/66292579#comment_66292579)

Recommended 0 times

Trump wants congress to sign off on his dictatorship. Any court that disagrees with him should be
dismantled. His capacity to place blame is second only to his greed and ignorance.  

(/user/egurewitz)

[new]


egurewitz (/user/egurewitz) Apr 27 · 07:50:13 PM (/comments/1656782/66292800#comment_66292800)

Recommended 0 times

The GOP does not have to “break up the courts”. They just change the rules themselves. We have
already seen that on several of sTrumpet’s cabinet appointments, and most notably on Gorsuch. 

(/user/YellerDog)

[new]


YellerDog (/user/YellerDog) Apr 27 · 10:35:58 PM (/comments/1656782/66293723#comment_66293723)
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Recommended 0 times

Well he has at least one thing in common with FDR.  May he be awarded the same lack of success. 

(/user/deadpan)

[new]


deadpan (/user/deadpan) YellerDog

Apr 28 · 02:24:32 AM (/comments/1656782/66294246#comment_66294246)

Recommended 1 time

FDR was not so unjustified.   Ian Millhiser (http://www.slate.com/articles
/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2015/02
/fdr_court_packing_plan_obama_and_roosevelt_s_supreme_court_standoffs.html):

Many early 20 -century judges followed a path laid out by a legal scholar
named Christopher Tiedeman. He taught that judges must defend “the
conservative classes” from “an absolutism more tyrannical and more
unreasoning than any before experienced by man—the absolutism of a
democratic majority (http://books.google.com/books?id=MuM9AAAAIAAJ&
pg=PR7&lpg=PR7&
dq=%22the+conservative+classes+stand+in+constant+fear+of+the+advent
+of+an+absolutism+more+tyrannical+and+more+unreasoning+than+any+
before+experienced+by+man%22&source=bl&ots=JE33oYn8DM&
sig=3z7aw).” Indeed, according to Tiedeman, a judge's job was to “lay [his]
interdict upon all legislative acts” that violated a narrow laissez faire vision
of society, “even though these acts do not violate any specific or special
provision of the Constitution.” Judges must protect entrenched power,
even if there is nothing in the Constitution permitting them to do so.

...

So, when Roosevelt announced his court-packing plan, he wasn't
confronted with a choice between a judiciary that was committed to
upholding the Constitution and one that would simply provide a rubber
stamp for the New Deal. He choose between a nation subject to the
arbitrary desires of five unelected men in robes and a nation governed by
men and women elected by the people. Given two distasteful options, he
picked the lesser evil.

Given Thief Justice (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2017/04/07/1651314/-Astericks-
are-not-enough-The-story-of-the-robbery-must-be-told-in-one-word) Gorsuch’s clear
affinity for the Donald and his fascist program, the high likelihood that he will have the
opportunity to write his fascism into the Constitution, and that Trump will appoint other
like-minded fascists to the lower courts,  Millhiser’s article is assuming a new relevance for
the left, and indeed for all defenders of democracy. 



th

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) deadpan

Apr 28 · 10:55:53 PM (/comments/1656782/66307376#comment_66307376)

Recommended 0 times

The “founding fathers” had their own business interests in mind when they
decided on the secession (there was no revolution). They gave the president
more power than he should have and they allowed party politics to become
overwhelming. The voting system is crap and the president should not have the
authority to nominate judges. In fact, the purely presidential system without a
prime minister is already bad.

The US political system is not really a democracy, it is more an oligarchy where
big money decides who gets which job in governments. They pull the strings that
keep the common people poor and with little future. A few morons are allowed
to put up some smoke screens like all the religious junk and the social
oppression like the whole trouble with women and LGBT.



(/user/nela1872)

[new]


nela1872 (/user/nela1872) Apr 27 · 11:53:27 PM (/comments/1656782/66294024#comment_66294024)
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Recommended 0 times

He can’t do that can he?

(/user/Roberto C)

[new]


Roberto C (/user/Roberto C) Apr 28 · 12:42:08 AM (/comments/1656782/66294128#comment_66294128)

Recommended 1 time

The Donald and his ilk make a living off judge shopping.

(/user/Fully)

[new]


Fully (/user/Fully) Apr 28 · 06:06:40 AM (/comments/1656782/66295173#comment_66295173)

Recommended 0 times

At the Berkeley protests of Ann Coulter recently, a protestor succinctly articulated the protest was
about stopping the creep of fascism in America and around the world. Brilliant, well said. Coulter
should be opposed, but in order to do that she has to speak her peace.

Then, the reporter (a real one; a thing lacking in these blogsites) “Da Lin” asked the man “I ask every
protestor on both sides this so I will ask you as well, “who did you vote for in the election? Did you
vote in the election?” That's when the protestor unraveled, turned away from the camera and
refused to answer with the obvious truth: that he voted for one of the candidates everyone knew
would lose or just didn’t vote.

BOOM.

That's where most of you unravel, and rightly so, because this president is entirely your fault.

So I’ll ask every “author” on Daily Kos including "Hunter”:

Whom did you vote for? Did you vote in the election?

If Hillary “lost” you, why is it that you think your responsibility to maintain American democracy by
voting effectively somehow goes away because the candidate who would do that, just maybe not
exactly how you'd like, “lost” you?

You non-voter/write-in voter/Stein voter/Johnson voter/Nader voter people should utterly detest
yourselves; you shouldn't be able to stand looking in the mirror after your failure, much less offer
your political opinions in Daily Kos.

You did this to all of us.

(/user/Bloodangel)

[new]


Bloodangel (/user/Bloodangel) Apr 28 · 10:07:00 AM (/comments/1656782/66298947#comment_66298947)

Recommended 2 times

If Trump is left to his own devices we will not have any courts just him deciding what is right or
wrong. And you can bet anything resembling fair will be against the law. Not to mention anything
that even hints of intelligence.

(/user/Butch1)

[new]


Butch1 (/user/Butch1) Apr 28 · 10:54:06 AM (/comments/1656782/66299570#comment_66299570)

Recommended 1 time

I think he had better read the Constitution and study the part about the three SEPARATE AND
EQUAL BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT. There is no way he can reduce the power and function of one
of the branches from doing their job in an effective manner just so he can over-step in his branch.

(/user/spirit2002)

[new]


spirit2002 (/user/spirit2002) Apr 28 · 11:40:04 AM (/comments/1656782/66300282#comment_66300282)

Recommended 1 time

Pathetic moron believes he can rewrite the laws for his own personal gains while destroying the
USA. What is taking so long to remove him & the GOP before they accomplish their destruction?

[new]
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(/user/Marglo948) Marglo948 (/user/Marglo948) Apr 28 · 12:09:53 PM (/comments/1656782/66300849#comment_66300849)

Recommended 0 times

Didn't the Nazis do something very simular. 

(/user/BigAl Las Vegas)

[new]


BigAl Las Vegas (/user/BigAl Las Vegas) Apr 28 · 12:38:00 PM (/comments/1656782/66301334#comment_66301334)

Recommended 0 times

                 And the Orange Bandito says:

“Constitution ! …. We don't need no stinking Constitution." 

(/user/elad69)

[new]


elad69 (/user/elad69) Apr 28 · 12:39:10 PM (/comments/1656782/66301366#comment_66301366)

Recommended 0 times

I’ll bet the person whispering in his ear about this one is Stephen Miller.

(/user/hannibal14)

[new]


hannibal14 (/user/hannibal14) elad69

Apr 28 · 01:37:26 PM (/comments/1656782/66302453#comment_66302453)

Recommended 0 times

Could be. He has no scruples.



(/user/jgr1130)

[new]


jgr1130 (/user/jgr1130) Apr 28 · 12:41:39 PM (/comments/1656782/66301421#comment_66301421)

Recommended 0 times

This is a very misleading article. It is misleading to talk about ”dissolving” the Ninth Circuit. The
circuit could not be “dissolved”. Presumably this is about splitting the circuit into two circuits, a
proposal that has been debated for over 30 years. It is administrative matter, the judges would just
be divided between the two new circuits. And Trump cannot split the circuit; Congress must pass a
statute to split the circuit.

(/user/hannibal14)

[new]


hannibal14 (/user/hannibal14) jgr1130

Apr 28 · 01:35:32 PM (/comments/1656782/66302421#comment_66302421)

Recommended 1 time

Isn’t its the house job to do that and with that political %^&^% McConnell, you can
probably figure out just which way he will go.



(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) hannibal14

Apr 28 · 10:43:44 PM (/comments/1656782/66307328#comment_66307328)

Recommended 1 time

McConnel is among the most dangerous people in this country. When he speaks
he sounds reasonable and well meaning. He has this “gift” of a snake oil
salesman who promises you heaven on earth while he sends you to hell.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) jgr1130

Apr 28 · 10:06:53 PM (/comments/1656782/66307206#comment_66307206)

thanks for creating an account and making your first comment today, jgr1130.
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Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines
with you, explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com
/rules-of-the-road)." This resource also describes our unique community
moderation system, established to encourage spirited but civil
conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)

both dissolving and splitting are being discussed in Right Blogistan.

Splitting is more likely—just as the 5th was split into the new 5th and the 11th, the 9th
would be split into the new 9th and the 12th (or even the 9th, 12th and 13th since it is so
big).

But the RW would rather see the court dissolved and then split because then a whole new
set of judges could be installed.

the latter is more drastic, but Congress does have the authority to do it.

(/user/jgr1130)

[new]


jgr1130 (/user/jgr1130) TrueBlueMajority

Apr 29 · 12:07:28 AM (/comments/1656782/66307536#comment_66307536)

Recommended 0 times

I don't think Congress could dissolve the circuit and name new judges because
circuit judges are Article III judges under the Constitution with lifetime tenure.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMaj jgr1130

Apr 29 · 01:06:58 AM (/comments/1656782/66307626#comment_66307626)

Recommended 0 times

??? Article III doesn’t say anything about lifetime tenure ???

... 

(/user/jgr1130)

[new]


jgr1130 (/user/jgr1130) TrueBlueMajority

Apr 29 · 11:15:34 AM (/comments/1656782/66310965#comment_66310965)

Recommended 0 times

It's in section 1--judges serve during "good behavior". This
means they serve for life unless they are impeached by
congress. See Wikipedia "Article III US Constitution".



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/Tr jgr1130

Apr 29 · 09:02:15 PM (/comments/1656782

/66315685#comment_66315685)

i am familiar with Article III and the good behavior
clause.

I can also read the actual document rather than go
thru Wikipedia.

There are many ways around the good behavior

... 
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Recommended 0 times

clause if they want to go that route.

(/user/918gato)

[new]


918gato (/user/918gato) Apr 28 · 12:51:54 PM (/comments/1656782/66301635#comment_66301635)

Recommended 0 times

Won't there be another case filed in another court to block them again? He is such a self-spoiled
rotten little baby!

(/user/Nekpen0039)

[new]


Nekpen0039 (/user/Nekpen0039) Apr 28 · 01:17:38 PM (/comments/1656782/66302102#comment_66302102)

Recommended 0 times

Trump and those who voted for him are idiots. This man thinks America belongs to him and wants
to run it like his business which by the way has seven bankruptcies under its belt. Given the
chance, he will like to run this country to the ground. Thank God the earth is the Lord's and not
trump's and he'll never succeed. What a failure, a hundred days in office and he has nothing good
to show other than court cases against him, his failed repeal attempt of the ACA, supporting Bill
O'Reilly his fellow pervert, wanting to start WWIII with N.Korea and his sons will not be fighting. I
am really mad at those buffoons who voted for him; most of them are poor, they will pay the price
for their ignorance and hatred for non whites and non 'Christians'. The man said he'll build a wall
at the expense of Mexico. Well, guess who he wants to build the wall? Americans. Maybe he and his
billionaires that he just rewarded with hefty tax breaks should build the wall. That wall will not
happen.

(/user/Tzivia L)

[new]


Tzivia L (/user/Tzivia L) Apr 28 · 01:18:17 PM (/comments/1656782/66302116#comment_66302116)

Recommended 0 times

This may be one of the better arguments for California to secede.

(/user/devian)

[new]


devian (/user/devian) Apr 28 · 01:30:32 PM (/comments/1656782/66302342#comment_66302342)

Recommended 1 time

Ok, we are now beyond the "Oh, look! He's trying to make laws! How cute, like a baby deer trying to
walk!" stage of his so-called 'Presidency'. Now, he's getting into dangerous territory. I've been really
hoping he wouldn't learn some of the powers dumb America invested in him, but it looks like
someone got him a copy of 'Executive Powers for Dummies', so we're fucked. Congressional
Democrats have been happy to sit back and watch the Republican party eat their young, but it's
time to get busy. Stop sitting in front of pundit cameras and telling us Trump is a lying idiot; we got
that memo. It's time to start presenting the better ideas. Dare them to cut spending, not by telling
us what we'll lose by cutting it, but by telling us what we could do if we INCREASED it! Remind this
country that America reaches for the stars. That's the kind of reply we need to this Republican
cynicism. Democrats need to stop this strategy of "fight to hold ground". That's why Republicans
win (beyond appealing to fear AND hope at the same time). Because they know that stirring
rhetoric still can change hearts and minds. But, we have the better, more hopeful message;
education, healthcare, uniting people for common good, feeding the world, science, saving the
Earth, eliminating poverty and disease and hopelessness! Can we really not sell these goals? We
need to get back to basics. Donald Trump shouldn't have ANY real support, in this nation. But, we
got too wrapped up in proving that we were "patriotic enough", and holding onto whatever land we
grabbed. We dropped the ball. It's time to pick it back up.

(/user/GeminiHawk)

[new]


GeminiHawk (/user/GeminiHawk) Apr 28 · 01:30:35 PM (/comments/1656782/66302343#comment_66302343)

Recommended 1 time

Hitler wannabee. Trump and his cult followers are lunatics.

[new]
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(/user/hannibal14) hannibal14 (/user/hannibal14) Apr 28 · 01:32:49 PM (/comments/1656782/66302375#comment_66302375)

Recommended 0 times

HE SIMPLY THINKS HE IS A GOD.  JUST AS THAT BRIGHT AND INNOCENT CHILD IN THE STORY ABOUT
THE CHILD WHO SHOUTED THAT THE EMPEROR HAS NO CLOTHES, I THINK TRUMP IS A MAN WHO IS SO
ENAMORED WITH HIMSELF THAT ALTHOUGH HE HAS CLOTHING ON BUT HE HAS ABSOLUTLEY NOTHING
IN HIS HEAD—HE HAS NO BRAINS ON.

or nothing upstairs !

(/user/cosmatt)

[new]


cosmatt (/user/cosmatt) Apr 28 · 02:31:34 PM (/comments/1656782/66303259#comment_66303259)

Recommended 1 time

Right out of Mein Kampf- this is precisely what Hitler did in his first 100 days,

(/user/americanbychoice)

[new]


americanbychoice (/user/americanbychoice) Apr 28 · 02:31:36 PM (/comments/1656782/66303260#comment_66303260)

Recommended 0 times

If FDR  got his knuckles rapped for trying to PACK THE SUPREME COURT, what makes everyone so
sure DJT will get off squeaky-clean trying to UN-PACK the 9th Circuit Court?

(/user/myyoda)

[new]


myyoda (/user/myyoda) Apr 28 · 03:04:46 PM (/comments/1656782/66303700#comment_66303700)

Recommended 0 times

another trump temper tantrum because someone said “no” to him. poor baby! time to grow up
and wear your big boy pants. our constitution has built in checks and balances. perhaps trump
should read the constitution and take  a civics class to see how a democracy works.

(/user/vernferd)

[new]


vernferd (/user/vernferd) Apr 28 · 03:24:46 PM (/comments/1656782/66303944#comment_66303944)

Recommended 0 times

Ever the bully & bulldozer operating under the sad & dangerous assumption that the US
government can & should be run the way he runs his companies. He dictates the rules & everyone
is has to scramble around to make sure the rules are followed or get fired. 

(/user/gyp46)

[new]


gyp46 (/user/gyp46) Apr 28 · 03:34:06 PM (/comments/1656782/66304074#comment_66304074)

Recommended 0 times

 Takes 60 votes in the Senate, but the hoot is the judges will still be the same ones.

(/user/SmithReally)

[new]


SmithReally (/user/SmithReally) Apr 28 · 03:49:28 PM (/comments/1656782/66304243#comment_66304243)

Recommended 0 times

I've been clinging to the hope that Trump is, in fact, an idiot. The best hope that we have is that
he's an imbecile, because if he's not, if he has an idea and a real plan, we will soon be looking back
at today and consider it as part of the good ol' days before the trouble began.

Demagogues usually work a proven game plan designed to consolidate power, and Trump's
actions seem to be worryingly similar to it. Now that Trump has floated the idea of the dissolution
of the judicial branch of our government, the odds of him being a strong man wannabe have
improved a bit.

I refuse to believe that even the GOP would go along with that. Right? Please?
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(/user/nurook)

[new]


nurook (/user/nurook) Apr 28 · 04:15:15 PM (/comments/1656782/66304522#comment_66304522)

Recommended 0 times

I’ve had about enough of the Shithead in Chief.  One of these days, his staff is going to have to tell
him to hang himself on a hook and let the professionals handle things.  Not that he has any
professional staff.

(/user/ChrisNoble)

[new]


ChrisNoble (/user/ChrisNoble) Apr 28 · 04:35:45 PM (/comments/1656782/66304715#comment_66304715)

Recommended 1 time

Trump will never be short on illegal, unconstitutional ideas, but it is the GOP that must stop him.

March for Truth is May 27.

Mark your calendars

We must get an independent investigation.

(/user/BillyBob88)

[new]


BillyBob88 (/user/BillyBob88) ChrisNoble

Apr 28 · 05:03:54 PM (/comments/1656782/66304988#comment_66304988)

Recommended 0 times

We’ll get it. Like rep. Schiff says, “These things take time”



(/user/Pauley Wallnutz)

[new]


Pauley Wallnutz (/user/Pauley Wallnutz) Apr 28 · 04:40:44 PM (/comments/1656782/66304762#comment_66304762)

Recommended 0 times

KING DUMP SHOUTS OUT FROM THE MOUNTAIN, BUT NO ONE CAN HEAR THE FEAR!

IT’S TIME TO RETIRE THIS IRRELEVANT GASBAG….THIS SUB HUMAN METHANE BUBBLE BUTT OF A
MAN!

TAKE WITH HIM HIS CANCEROUS CABINET BEFORE IT METASTISIZES!

FLUSH THIS EXCREMENT FROM THE SWAMP INTO THE CISTERN OF OBLIVION ONCE AND FOREVER!

(/user/BillyBob88)

[new]


BillyBob88 (/user/BillyBob88) Apr 28 · 05:01:31 PM (/comments/1656782/66304956#comment_66304956)

Recommended 0 times

I hope he does exactly what he says and starts an all out war with the judicial system.

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) BillyBob88

Apr 28 · 10:39:00 PM (/comments/1656782/66307309#comment_66307309)

Recommended 0 times

The people need to rise and defend the already poor level of democracy or they end up
where the Germans ended up in the thirties.



(/user/agitatorrabbit)

[new]


agitatorrabbit (/user/agitatorrabbit) Apr 28 · 05:05:07 PM (/comments/1656782/66304998#comment_66304998)

Recommended 0 times

When the tyrant closes off the last avenue of legitimate appeal, what is left?
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(/user/AllenMcw)
[new]


AllenMcw (/user/AllenMcw) Apr 28 · 05:17:09 PM (/comments/1656782/66305100#comment_66305100)

Recommended 0 times

GTFH Dumpster — you are a POS and are not fit to clean dog turd, let alone inhabit our once great
White House!!

Let’s get this POS imposter impeached and Pence along with him!!

Dumpster I used to think all human beings have some level of worth to the human race, even if it is
hard to find. But you sir (POS) have changed my view on that!

Dumpster you have NO worth at all! You are not even a human being!! I haven’t yet figured out
what race you belong to but I’m leaning toward neanderthal!

So once again Dumpster, GTFH!

(/user/Saxman418)

[new]


Saxman418 (/user/Saxman418) AllenMcw

Apr 28 · 06:44:09 PM (/comments/1656782/66305883#comment_66305883)

Recommended 0 times

That’s an insult to Neanderthals.



(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/AllenMcw) Saxman418

Apr 28 · 06:48:37 PM (/comments/1656782/66305914#comment_66305914)

Recommended 0 times

Yes I think your right. It is just really hard to determine exactly what sub-human
race Dumpster is a member of. :(

If I said Dumpster is an amoeba it would be an insult to amoebas too, so how to
settle this dilemma? :(



(/user/Saxman418)

[new]


Saxman418 (/user/Saxman418) AllenMcw

Apr 28 · 07:12:09 PM (/comments/1656782/66306115#comment_66306115)

Recommended 0 times

How about ‘malicious virus’?



(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/AllenMcw) Saxman418

Apr 28 · 07:20:08 PM (/comments/1656782/66306167#comment_66306167)

Recommended 0 times

I prefer a virulent strain of bacteria so that some bright
scientist can invent a powerful antibiotic to eradicate the
infection and stop it’s spread once and for all, before it really
becomes a full blown epidemic!

After all it is too late for a vaccine — the infection has spread
too far now and antibiotics don’t work for viruses.



(/user/Massey1969)

[new]


Massey1969 (/user/Massey1969) Apr 28 · 06:08:48 PM (/comments/1656782/66305590#comment_66305590)

Following the appointment of Adolf Hitler as chancellor on January 30, 1933, and after a suspicious
fire in the Reichstag (the German Parliament), on February 28, 1933, the government issued a
decree which suspended constitutional civil rights and created a state of emergency in which
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Recommended 0 times

official decrees could be enacted without parliamentary confirmation.

Watch for an "emergency!"

(/user/Saxman418)

[new]


Saxman418 (/user/Saxman418) Apr 28 · 06:43:02 PM (/comments/1656782/66305871#comment_66305871)

Recommended 1 time

The idiot Trump does not have the authority to disband a court.

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) Saxman418

Apr 28 · 10:36:17 PM (/comments/1656782/66307303#comment_66307303)

Recommended 0 times

As Congress has the authority to make changes it becomes clear that the so called “checks
and balances” are not there forever. A dictator can legally shape the system.
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Thankfully, Trump has not attained his dream of becoming a dictator — yet. It is
up to the American people to prevent this happening.
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A dictator cannot legally shape the system. Assuming the role of a dictator and
taking over America it itself illegal. A dictator with the right backing to protect
their power can get away with it but that certainly does not make it legal.

Dumpster will not be able to install himself as a dictator unless he replaces
enough senior military command staff to ensure they back him. Only the military
has enough manpower and firepower to allow Dumpster to do this. And as it
currently stands if Dumpster declared himself dictator and tried to, for example,
order the military to put down peaceful protests using deadly force, the military
would likely end up being forced to stage a coup and remove Dumpster from
power.

Let’s hope Dumpster is not able to replace enough senior military command staff
with his loyalists to make his bid for dictatorial power possible.
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I GUESS TRUMP THINKS THIS IS A BANANA REPUBLIC?
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It is not clear to me if Trump or his Republic flying monkeys understand that while they can divide
the 9th Circuit into smaller circuits, they are not dissolving or eliminating it by making it smaller.
 Judges will still exist in the 9th Circuit, though possibly fewer, but it only takes one to bedevil
Trump.
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Dumpster means this exactly as it sounds! He is working toward securing enough power and
backing so that he can assume dictatorial control and declare himself King or Emperor!!

Dumpster fully intends to do away with all future elections and we need to take this threat
seriously and STOP him, no matter the cost! Most of us, including myself did not take the
possibility of him actually being elected seriously enough and we all know how that turned out.
Let’s not make that mistake again friends.
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Like I said before, dictators don’t like a free press (the US is on position 43) and they don’t like
judges adhering to the law.To give the impression of democratic legitimacy the apprentice uses an
ideologically indoctrinated Repubs party (I do not want to use the abbreviation GOP because there
is nothing great) to get the laws he wants and stack the courts with judges he wants.

We cannot even fault him, he is a psychopath. We need to hold the enablers responsible who are
not only WS crooks and business owners like the Koch brothers but also all the imbeciles who
either voted for him or misses to vote against him. Look at what you have done to the country!
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Did someone explain to him that the Presidency is not a dictatorship?

Impeach this meglomaniac before he does any further harm.
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Voters let this be a warning: take every opportunity available to vote. That includes for any and all
local offices, for any judge positions on your ballot, for governor, etc. I know some positions are
beyond our control, but don't ignore the local foundation that our governments build on. If we
don't take back our court systems, we will see even more corruption and blatant ignoring any law
that people in power don't like. Our constitution, right now, is being tromped on, ignored, and
rejected. When the corrupt control our legal system we are all up sh*t creek without a paddle and
the water is rising.
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Personally I believe the election may have been hacked.  Trump even made a comment
about the difficulty of detecting hacking, saying that it would have had to
been caught while in the act…..and that any body could have done it...Not just the
russians,, it could have been the Chinese...Etc.

It is also a fact that Russian operatives were in touch with election officials…

Something doesn’t smell right..
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PIGS MAY FLY! LOL
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Trump and Bannon (the real brain) want to “deconstruct”  (destroy) our system of government and
replace it using a nazi template.
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